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I. JUSTIFIC TION 
I . JUSTIFIC .. TION 
Good speech is the constant aim. of all language arts teaching 
in the elementary school . The pupil is instructed to develop his 
speech to its maximum efficiency so that it becomes effective and 
adequa:l;e to meet tl e conditions in society tha:t confront hil!l• In 
the speech il pl"ovement and speech correction program the teacher 
or therapist has to provide drill after the correct production of 
a sound has been established in isolation and meaningful words and 
sentences . This drill material must be within the comprehension 
of the child and interesting enough to be utilized over and over 
again throughout the drill periods . 
The writer noted that none of the authorities have attempted 
to make an analysis of available children's records for strength-
Y 
ening drill in any given sound. Balch under suggested research 
makes the suggestion of using phonograph records of some of the y 
fictional children 's literature in speech work. Taborn reoom-
mends an investigation of the possibilities of using phono3raph 
records of poems in speech work in the ele:mentary grades. 
y Marion E. Taborn, An Analysis of Children's Poetry for }.~ terial 
Suitable for Use in Speech Correction and Speech Dnprovemen~~ fn 
the Elementary Gradesa Unpublished Ed . M. Service Paper, Boston 
University, SChool of Education, 1952 
1 
y 
Bresnahan developed an album of ten records, to provide twenty 
lessons catering to specific speech sounds, the prL~ry purpose 
being to develop auditory discrimination of sounds in words in 
the kindergarten, in using recordings as a self-teaching device 
in the reading readiness program of the kindergarten. 
A searoh through the leading record company catalogs found 
that without exception the records were designated only by age 
groups. No attempt is made to indicate what record would be suit-
able to strengthen a particular sound. There are two albums of 
records designed especially for speech improvement available, one y '21 
Fun With Speech and the other HOw You Talk • 
y Hazel Van Horn, speech therapist, writer and narrator, Fun With 
Speech, record album, 78 RPM, produced by Encyclopaedia Britannica 
FilJns, in collaboration with C. VanRiper, Ph.D., Director of the 
Speech Clinic at Western Michigan State College, 1952 
§( Mabel G. Cole, How To Talk, record album, 78 RPM, stories that 
build oral language facility, produced by Audio Education, Inc., 
prepared in conjunction with the American Book Company and Decca 
Records# Inc., 1953 
2 
It became apparent that here was an opportunity for a 
project which might be of value to others faced with the problem 
of finding recorded material of literary value useful in teach-
ing the accurate production of a specific sound. And so began 
the plan for this study. 
In spite of the fact that none of this material has been 
used in a planned teaching situation. it would seem that the 
material could be of use in both a classroom situation and a 
clinical one. 
_ 3_ 
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II. REVUlV OF RE3EA.RCH 
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II. REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
The writer could find no previous work done in this area. 
The catalogs of the major recording companies indica~e in a 
short paragraph a brief description of the content of the record but 
no attempt is made to give an analysis of the record content for 
sounds to use in speech correction and/or speech improvement. 
!/ 
Two record albums are ava.ilable for purohase, one Bow To Talk y 
and the other Fun With Speeo~ • These albums are specially prepared 
for use with the speech handicapped child. 
Bow To Talk has four 10" records and emphasize the sounds on one 
record of 'p', 1b 1 , 'm', •a•, 'z', 'w-wh'; on another 'sh', 'zh', 
'oh', 'j', 'r'; another 'k', 'g', 'ng', 1y 1 , 'h'; and on the fourth 
•t-d 1 , 'n', '1', 'f-v•. The sounds are presented in isolation, then 
put into easy meaningful words, followed with these same words in-
eluded in stories geared to the level of the primary grades. All 
the sounds are not introduced in the same :ma.nn.er and only one record 
is divided to allow the teacher to select each specific sound for 
repeated drill. Some sounds are contained in a. story form and com-
parison between the correct and incorrect sound is dra1111. 
Fun With Spee~has five 12" records each record concentrating 
on one sound for both sides, and designed for Children ages five to 
eight. The 'g' sound is the Mr. Frog Story; ·l;he 'th' sound is the 
E' ltii.bel G. Cole, Op. cit. y Hiuel Van Horn, op. cit. 
- -...==......=--==-..-== =-----
Goose Babies story; 1me 'r' sound is the Mr. Dog Story; the 'k' sound 
is the Mr. Crow Story. and the 11 1 sound is the Little Lamb's Story. 
The following pattern is followed with minor variation from record 
to recordJ the sound is introduced in isolation. then used in simple 
words• followed by "tunny talk" nonsense syllables. usually conclud-
ing with simple · sentences containing the previously learned words • 
In some sounds a nursery rhyme is sung substituting the sound of the 
letter for the words of the rhyme. 1hroughout all the records the 
listener is asked to help the animal improve his speech. This album 
has listener participation. 
1n both albums no definite lesson plan is followed• j ust a series 
of suggestions are made to be : followed by the listener of the record. 
Two Ptkster 1s 1heses are available which deal with an analysis 
of children's fictional literature and the other children's poetry 
to be used as a means of strengthening learned speech sounds. y 
Balch places emphasis on an analysis of children's fictional 
literature for suitable material for use in speech correction. 1he 
material selected is for children in the age group from two to twelve. 
According to Balch the material is of reasonable length. can stand 
repetition in any part together with it being useful for a least one 
specific area in speech work. Twenty-one consonants are included in 
this analysis. No vowel sounds are indicated. 
y Robin T. BElich. op. cit. 
.::-:=:..--;_ ---- ___:::;__,_;_ _ - ---=-- ~--
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~ Taborn gives an analysis of children •s poems to strengthen the 
learned so1.md sui table for children between the ages of four and 
eleven. Taborn states that these poems selected have a sufficient 
repetition of a particular sound to be of therapeutic and entertain-
ment value to hold the interest of the listener for many repeats. 
ThirV,y-eight consonant and vowel sounds are presented in a selected 
series of children's poems. together with eaoh sound being represent-
ed by one completely written out poem. 
El Bresnahan in a Doctor's Thesis constructs an album of 10 records 
concentrating on the s cunds 'b', 1m', 's ', • t ', '1' in initial and 
final position; 'sh', 'ch'• 'sp', •st•, •tr•, 'ay•, 'ing', •au•, and 
the final record a review of all the sounds. In all twenty lessons 
are made up with each record carrying one lesson on a side of a 78 
RPM record. The recordings are similar in pattern containing a 
friendly salutation, preoeeded by a mechanical sound which the listen-
er is asked to identify. Then is told of a new kind of sound -words. 
Words are int~oduced and attention is drawn to how the sound is made. 
Finger play is used to add variety and participation. Simple melod-
ies and stories are used to build up the usage of the sound and the 
sound in the word in meaningful context. Bresnahan goes on to eval-
uate the effectiveness of these recordings to develop auditory 
i'j Marion E. Taborn. op. cit. 2/ M. Marie Bresnahan, op. cit. 
6 
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disorimina~ion ot sounds in words in the kindergar~en. 
For the purpose of this writer's thesis. it is su£fioien~ to 
examine these reoords for their usability as suitable material for 
use in speeoh oorreotion and speech improvement in the elementary 
grades. All of them can be used and the writer leaves the final 
decision of selection to the taste and discrimination of the indiv-
idual speeoh teacher. 
7 
III. PROCI!DURE 
III. PROCEDURE 
A. Review of Record Company Catalogs a 
Four o£ the major recording companies catalogs. namely 
R. c. A. Victor. Columbia, Deooa and Capitol were reviewed before 
a.n attempt was made to set up a system for selection of records. 
These catalogs were correlated with the Al:motated List of Phonograph 
Records, Edited by Warren S. Freeman, where " ••• most of the listings 
in this catalog are issued by Columbia. R. C. A. Victor and other 
!I leading manufacturers.• When the analysis proved to have areas 
where no record was available for some sounds by the major record 
companies, small recording company records were investigated to 
fill in the need. 
B. Criteria for the Selection of Children's Reoordss 
Much time was spent listening and evaluating available y 
records. The Annotated List recommended the best of the. sever&l 
records produced by the various companies bearing the same select-
ion. Since this writer did not have a:ay other such an authora.tive 
list to cheek against, he used it as a guide and made the final 
selection independently. The second consideration was age level. y 
1he Annotated List and the record company catalogs vary slightly 
1/ Annotated List of Phonograph Records, 1952 (Kindergarten-Senior 
1ti.gh School • Editor-in-C ie , arren S. FreeDIUl, Children's Reading 
Service, A Division of Seasonal Promotions, Inc., 106 Beekman St •• 
New York 38, N. Y. 
y Ibid. 
y Ibid. 
8 
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with their recommendation for age level appeal. Usually a wide age -
span is indicated. Since many children of the same age have a wide 
and varied level of tastes • this wide variance does not in this 
writer'~ opinion destroy the value of the records selected. Bather. 
it helps the speech teacher choose a record to fit the individual 
need and level of taste and interest of the child. 
The criteria of 1i terary value and suitability for inter-
ests in the elementary grades was guided solely on the records 
available. 1n some oases the literary value could have been hig.l1er. 
If several records were available of the same selection. and this 
is the case in many instances. 'the best interpretation in the opin• 
ion of the writer was chosen. I£ only one recording was available. 
it was included. As for suitability for speech work• the judgement 
was subjective and the WTiter made no attempt to prove it by statis-
tical DBasures. The records which have been chosen are those which 
have a pl.rticular sound occuring at least eight times to give the 
listener sufficient auditory stimulus to be effective. 
It is necessary to point out that many of the records 
mentioned in the indexes are not included in the Annotated List 
~ 
of Phonograph Records because some are no longer available and 
others had a particular appeal to the writer. 
fl Ibid. 
=== ----- -==-~ --- "-===~-~ =-=--- -- -~ 
I 
I 
I, 
li I 
Another criteri.:.m was that the selection and arrangement 
was well enough written and presented to bear many repetiti ons . 
C • Method of Arranging Data : 
Cha.pte1· rr gives the records analyzed according to ca. t-
egories and subject matter. All sounds are classified according 
to the International Phonetic Alapha.bet throughout this analysis. 
The phonetic symbols are explained under coda in this chapter. 
The age l evel given is taken from the record catalog of the company II 
manu.f'actur:ing the record . If the recording is by a minor company 
and no catalog was available. or age level indicated, an estimated 
age level is made by the writer. Recommendation by the Annotated 
21 List of Phonograph Records is indicated . Chapter V lists the 
records under the specific area. of speech work in \vhich it is best 
su~ted with an explanation for its selection. The listing of 
records analyzed in this study is grouped according to West~ §/ 
Kennedy and Carr's analysis of the order in which they aro learned . 
§/ Ibid. 
6/ Robert West , Lou Kennedy and Anna Carr, The Rehabilitat ion of 
SFeech, New York: Harper Brothers , 1937 Re~sed. 
10 
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II REX::ORDS SUITABLE FOR SPEEX:H WORK 
ARRANGID ACCORDING TO CATEGORIES 
.AND SUBJECT MATTER 
CODE: 
Ill • RECORDS SUITABI .. E FOR SPEECH WORK ARRANGED 
_ CCORD DJG TO CATEGORIES AND SUBJECT MATTER 
Allegro Records AL 
Capitol CAP 
Childcraft CH 
Columbia COL 
Cricket Records CR 
Decca Records DR 
Golden Records GR 
Pramdisc Records PR 
Record Guild of America RGA 
R.C . .. :\ . Victor RCA 
onderland ecords WR 
Young People 's Records YPR 
Animals 
Ballads 
Birds 
Birthdays 
Ci rcus 
Children 
Dolls 
Fairy Tales 
Folk Songs 
Numbers 
Toys 
Sounds 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
Annotated List of Phonograph Records ALPR 
11 
International Phonetic Symbol 
m 
b 
p 
w 
wh 
h 
n 
t 
d 
k 
g 
ng 
j 
v 
r 
l 
r 
t9 
~ 
sh 
zh 
z 
s 
ch 
dz 
e i 
a I 
£ E 
-~ ae 
a.u au 
;3l. OI 
ou ou 
- i 
I 
~ 
9: 
u 
-
Word Equivalent 
mJ!J.Y 
be 
-£S.W 
wall 
What 
not 
t op 
day 
key-~a.r 
~0 
s~ 
z ou 
visit 
far 
!ate 
ran 
thank 
the 
She 
azure 
zoo 
-say 
chair 
just 
d!:,Y 
like 
met 
cat 
cow 
boy 
over 
see 
hit 
run 
ra·t;her 
moon 
put 
all 
12 
.r 
'Y 
A. Records of Animals 1 
Booboo, the Baby Baboon sung by Josef Marias and Miranda, COL, 
4-9, (b), (h), (u) 
Blue Tail Flt sung by Burl Ives and children's Choir, D, 3-8, 
t), (ei), (dz), (m), (i), (g), (n), (ae), (k), (~) 
Bulu the Zulu sung by Josef :t.ilrias and Miranda, COL, 4-9, (z), 
(1), (u) 
Bunny Round-Up Time sung by Gene Autry, COL, 4-12, (b), (A), 
(n}, (i) 
Chicken Licken sung by Frank Luther, D, 5-11, (eh), (n), (k), (r), (r), (ng), (ae), (I) 
Eggbert the Easter Bunn{ sung by Rosemary Clooney, COL, 4-12, 
· (1), (g), ( ), (oh) 
The Elephant and the Flee. sung by Crane Calder, AL, 6-10, (b), (u}, (m}, (z}, (f) 
The Frog Went A.Courtin 1 sung by Crane Calder, AL, 5-lO, (g), 
(s), (au}, (a.), (h) 
The Frogzee and the Flyzee srmg by Richard Collier, COL, 5-11, 
(ai), (z), (i), (~), (g) 
The Funny Little Bunny sung bf Gene Aut~, COL~ 4-12~ (r), {1\), 
(n), (i), (t), (bJ. (w), (~), (au), (ei) . 
GUr!y the Goofy Gobbler sung by Gene Autry, COL, 4-12, (g), {1'), 
Kitty Eats Pa~ sung by Rosemary Clooney, COL, 4·12, {k), (i), 
( , {s) 
The Lion and the Mouse sune; by Roger White and Roy Haller, WR, 
5-10, (m), (au), {s) 
Y Phonetic symbols in parehthesis indicate the sounds which are 
repeated sufficiently for speech practice. 
-~.--====:;..._ __ --::;;..__==-...___ --=- =---~ 
13 
The Little Red Hen sung by Frank Luther. D. ALPR. 4-12. (r),. 
· (d),. (h), (n),. (ai),. (w), (ou),. (t), ( ~), (1),. 
(k) • (A) 11 (E) 
Me and MY Teddy Bear sung by Frank Luther11 D• ALPR, 4-10, (t), (ai), (E),. (b). (ei). (r), (1) 
Owl and the Pussy Cat sung by Crane Calder,. AL. 4-11,. (u) 
Peter Cottontail sung by Gene Autry. COl,. ALPR. 4-12. (p). (t), 
Poppy the Puppy sung by Gene Autry,. COL• 4-12,. (p). (A) 
Rudolph, the Red Nosed Reindeer sung by Gene Autry,. COL, ALPR, 
4-12, (u), (~), (r), (r) 
Shoo Fly sung by Burl Ives and children's choir, D, 4-10,. (sh), 
(u),. (ai), (t),. (i),. (f), (1). (ng), (wh) . 
.. 
Sonny the Bunny sung by Gene Autry, COL• 4-12, (s) 
Teena, the Lau!}inf HJ!!DA sung by Alan Livingston, CAP,. 3-8, 
(ae ,. f) 
The Bear Went OVer the Mountain sung by Crane Calder,. AL,. 6-1011 (au) 
Three Little Bunnies sung by Gayla Peevey, COL• 5-10• (A),. (b). 
(n),. (sh) 
Three Little Pigs sung by Crane Calder,. AL, 4-9. (OI), (n), 
{k), (w) 
B. Records of Be.lladsa 
Blowing Bubble Gum sung by Doodles Weaver and George Rock with 
Spike Jones Oreh.,. RCA. 4-7,. (b),. (A), (1),. (g), (m) 
The Bubble Gum Polka sung by Richard Collier, COL, 4-7,. (p), 
(~). (ch). (u) . 
He'll Be Comin' Down the Chimne~ sung by Gene Autry, COL. 6-12, 
(A , (ng),. (d),. {au • (ch) 
----
The Land of Hatcht Milatcby sung bf Rosemary Clooney, COL, 4-12, (1), n), (d), (~), (v), (h), (ch), (i), (m) · 
Little Train A..Chu,gin' in ,. Heart sung by Jimmy Boyd, COL, 
4-12, I), (A), ch), (g), {ai), ~). (p), (ng) 
Punky Punkin sung b¥ Rosei!ll.ry Clooney, COL, 4-12, (p), (A), 
{k), (I), (n), (h) 
Stars Are The Windows of Heaven sung by Fran Allison, RCA, 4-7, 
(ei), (~) 
Tell Me A Sto:t sung by Frankie Laine and Jimmy Boyd, COL, 
4~2, (t), (E), (1), (m), (i), (r), (OI) 
Where Did My Snowman Go? sung by Molly Bee, CAP, 4-12, (wh), (d), (I), (m), {ai), (ou), (ae), (n) 
Wish I Vluz A Whisker sung by Gayla Peevey, COL, 5-10, (;::,), 
(h), (p) 
c. Records of Birdss 
The Little White Duck sung by Burl Ives, COL, 4-12 1 (::>) 
Two Litt le Owls sung by Burl Ives, COL, 4-12, (au), (i), (w) 
D. Records of Birthdays s 
The Birthday Record sung by Crane Calder, AL, 6-10, (b), (l9), (d), (ei), (p), (ae) . 
Happy Birthdat sung by Dennis Day, RCA, 4-12, (h), (ae), (i), 
( ), (r),(e), (d), {ei), (t), (u), (j) 
The Unbirthday Song srmg by Dennis Day, RCA, 4-!2, (b), (#), 
(d), (ei), (A), (m), (E), (i), (v), (t), (u), (j) 
E. Records of Cireuss 
The Circus Dat Parade Percy Faith Orch., and chorus, COL, 4-12, 
( ), (u), (m) 
F. Recor~s of Children: 
Fun On A P..a.iny Day With Little iJohnny Everything sung by Sandy 
Russell, RC , ~-8, (I), (t}, (dz ), (~), (n), (i), 
(E) , (v) , (r) , (&), (ng), (k) 
G. Records of Dolls: 
Herkimer, the Homely Doll sung by Sterling Holloway~ D• 6-12 , 
(h), (r) 
The Little Rag Doll sung by Lu Ann Simms , COL, 4-12, (1), (g) , 
(sh ) 
H. Records of Fairy Tales: 
he · in~erbread o~ sun~ by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 5-12, (dz), (n), {r , (b), (E), (d), (OI), {ae) , (m) 
oldilocks and the Three Baars sung and told by Frank Luther, 
D, ALPR, 4-7, {g), (ou), (d), (i) , (1) , (s), ( , (ei) , (t) , (b), (z), (ch), (n) 
Jack and the Beanstalk sung and told by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 
5-S, (dz}, (ae), (k), (ai) , (n), (~), (m), (p), 
d) , (au), (ch), (h) 
Little Red Ridin~ Hood sung and told by Glenn Riggs, RCAt ALPR, 
4-7, t), (E), (ai), (ng), (h), (u) , (11') , (~) 
The Shoemaker and the Elves sung and told by Frank Luther~ D, . 
ALPR, 4 .. 7, (sh), (u) , (m), (ei), (k) , ( "j), (1,, (v) , (z), (w), (f) 
Three illy ~ ats Gruff sung by Sally Sweetland and Roger vYhite, 
WR, ALPR, 4-12, (p), (g), (ou), (ae) 
I. Records of Folk Songs (fact and legend)• 
A Ticket, A Tasket sung by Crt~.ne Calder , AL 10 4-7, ( ) , (h) 1 (ai), (~), (p), (~) , (w), (el), (v) 
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The Bange.lore~ 1im sung by Josef Y.nra.is and :Mirande.., D., 5-11, 
(r , t~), (1), (ou) , (m) , (a.I), (b) , (ng), (r) , 
(i) , (n), (dz), (au) 
Bold Fisherman sung by Crane Calder, AL~ 4-7, (k) , (u), (m) 
Tho C!mdy 1~ sung by Mervin Shiner, D, 4-9, (k) , (d), (ae), {i) , (ch), (g) , (ng) 
Did You Ever See A Lassie? sung b~ Creue Calder, AL, 4-9, (d) 
(I), (E), (v), ·(s), (l) .r (a.e), (g). (ou), (ai), (lv) , 
( ~) . (ch) , (j) 
t Fiddle-de-do sung by Gerry Bietz a..TJ.d Roger White. Vffi, 4-6, (f), 
I 
I 
r). (1), (d) 
Fideree Fidera. sung by Josef N~rias and Ifi 1~nda, COL, 4-9, (f), 
(Ij, (d), (r). (c.v), (1) 
11 Foo ba Wo oba Jolm sung by Burl Ives, COL, 4-12 • (f), ( u) • (b) • 
(w), (dz), (~), (s) 
Grandfather Krin~~e sung by ~url Ives, COL. 4-12, (d) , (f) , 
(ci..), ~), (k), (J)., (ng), (1), (ou), (1), (s) 
Hickory, Dickory, Dock sung by Clark :rtJCClelle.nd, CR, 4-7, 
(r), (k), Tr), (d), (=>) 
Keep A-Rowin 1 sung by Josef bE.rais and Miranda, COL, 4- 9, (k) , 
(i), (p), (r), (ou) , (n) · 
Laddle, Laddle, Laddle on a Lolli~op sung by Frank Luther, D, 
4-7, (1) , (a), (d), 
Little Brown Jug sung by Crane Calder, AL~ 4-7, {h), (u) 
Looby Loo sun~ by Florence Calder, AL, 4-8, (h), (w), (ae) , (u), (ei), (sh) , (k) . 
Onions and Potatoes sung by Josef Marais and Miranda.. COL, 4-8, (1\J , (n), (j), (ou) , (t), (ei) , (z), (w) 
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Rueben Rs.:nzo sung by Crane Calder, AL:t 4-8, (r) , (ae), (n) , (z ) , 
ou) , (OI ) , (b ) 
Sandy the Sancbnan sung by Lu Ann Simms, COL, 4~12 , {s ), (n), (z), 
Seven At One Blow sung and t old by Paul Wing, RCA, 4 - 7, (v), (w) , 
(t ), (ai), (1) , (A), (a e) 
Skip To My Lou sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4 - 9, ( I), (p ), (t ), (u) , 
~m), (a.I) , (1) , (h), {ei), (OI), (z), (g) 
Way Down Yonder in the Paw Paw Patch sung by Burl Ives and Ch "ld-
ren ' s Choir, D, 4- 9, (Wh) , (r ) , (I ), (k), (~)~ (OI) , 
(E) ( (g) , (h) , (w) , (ei) , (au) , (j ), (p), (a.e ; , (ch) , 
(ng) 
Wha tta Ya. 1i anna Be tVVhen You Grow Up) sung by Frank Luther, D, 
5- 9, (wh , (A), (j) , {w), (n), (ou ) , (p ) 
J . Records of :Numbers : 
1 2 3 Fun t-o l d and sung by Cliff' Edward, RC , 4 - 7, coun ts f r om 
one to ten, then doe s r hymes like one l ittl e , tvro 
littl e Indians, etc . , t hen says numb~rs wit h some 
omitted, counts backwards ; also ditty: one, two 
button my shoe, etc ., ends wi t h simple arithmetic 
1 and 1 a r e 2 , in song wi th a. rhyme accompaniment . 
K. Records of Toys : 
Breve Tin Soldi er tol d and sung b~ Paul Wing , RCA, ~R, 4 - 7 , 
(v) ., (t ), (I), (n), (s ) , . (ou) , (dz ), (A) 
Frosty t he Sn~mmn sung by Gene Autry, COL, ALPR, 4-12 1 (r ) , C:? ),""Tp) . 
Hobbledy Horse sun~ by Sandy Sweetland and Reger Whit e . WR, 
4-7~ (h) , (s) 
Howdy Doody ' s Do' s and Don ' ts sung by Bob Smi th, RCA, ALPR, 
4 - 8, (au ) , (d), (u) , (z ) , (ou) , (s ) , (b) , (E) 
Thumblina sung by Jimmy Boyd ~ COL, 4-12 , ( .&), (A) , (m) , (i) , (n) 
I 
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Two L ttle Tre.ins sung b¥ Burl Ives, COL, 3- 8, (ei)~ (z ), (p ) , (f ), ~ ch), (g) 
L. Re ords of Sounds (sound effects) : 
A B C Fun told and sung by Cliff Edwards ll RCA 4-7, s . ys alpha-
bet, then words containing some of the letters, then 
story containi ng words with sound effects . ~ords : 
csl.'!; 11 dog, hog. mouse. house ~ ' Words also spelled . 
A Child's ""irst Record sung and told by Frank Luther, D, 3- 6, 
this record introduces fami l iar f amily names : mommy, 
daddy; then parlis of the body~ t hen body actions; 
smile, laugh, sing. cry etc •• then sounds including 
animal, mechanical and musical i.e .: duck, dog, cat, 
cow; water in tub, tr.e.in, car; drum, piano , alar.m 
clock • 
.;;;.B.;.;a.;;;.rn~JIS... .;;;.rd.;;;.....;.S..;.o~n..lo4g sung b Crane Calder, .AL, 4-9, this record con-
tains sounds of the n~~ls f ound in the barnyard, 
they are identifi ed by name and t hen the sound of 
the animal is used: cat , dog, hen, pig, cow, sheep 
and goat 
Fun On Old cDo ld 's Farm sung and told by Cliff ··Ch>tards , RCA, 
R, 4-7, the barnyard song is sung ~th t he approp-
r iate sound effec t f or t he cow, sheep, robin, mice, 
goose, frog ll pig and horse . These are supplemented 
with a rhyme such as : baa , baa, blac~ shee_. 
Genie , the 1ngio Record sung and told by Peter Lind Hayes , D, 
ALPR, 4-16, this is an omni bus reo9rd of many sounds: 
mw::ic 1, mechanical an animal . Told in a novel and 
amusing ay~ Li s tner participation is also included. 
Some of the sotmds : whistle , rooster, cow, milk from 
a bo·litle , t elephone bell, tiger roar, cat' s mao'!, 
clapping of ~Ands , usia box ; clook t i cking, c imes , 
gong, bells, coocoo, a l l these let·!ier sounds intro-
duced individual ly ~~en blended toge~er~ On the 
B s i de, door opening, sliddin down ~tai rs, walking, 
hur dy gurdy, horse ' s whinny and gallop, fire ~ngine, 
vi olin, oboo, iccolo, bas soon, celeste. 
I 
I 
I· 
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Le.ddle, 1-addle, Laddle on a Lollypop sung by Frank Lut.her, D, 
4-'7, contains man made sound effects of a monltey, 
milkman, horse, dog, cow, tre.i 1, car, tel ephone, 
cavrboy~ Indians , seal, Santa's :rein eer, 1 b , rooster, 
puss y cat, bird .. 
Muffi n in b_ ~ Ncnnan Rose, YPR., Ju.PR, 5-11, tells 
puppy hears when his eyes a r e covered 
by a bandage as : sounds in a doctor 1 s office, a. 
clock, water running, pair of sc.issors being used, 
telephone ringing, stomach growling,. window c losing, 
black fly buzzing, sneeze ~ TI1en out on the street : 
hammering, auto horn, horses hoofs , dog ' s bark, f i re 
engine, t raffi c . Littl e noi ses : bee buzzing, car 
wheel s , bird , pussy cat, bicyc l e bell, storekeeper 
sweeping, bouncing ba l l , baby c ry, big horse, police 
vmistle, garbage truck, l i on r oar, errpty house , 
t1~in engine and coal car, b ig boat, airplane, baby 
doll. 
I.luf.fin irl the Count r;y sung by Horman Ross, YPR, ALPR, 5-11 , 
tells about whe. t o. puppy hea.:rs v: an he is closed up 
i n a traveling cas e and t akes a tr~in to the country. 
At the train station: dog ' s bark» trai n station 
sounds , tre.in limde r way: a irplane, rooster .. Then i n 
the count ry such so tmds as : era t 11 donke~r, chopping 
wood, ovrl , cricket, pig, fiel mouse, f rogs , cooco 
clock, c t•s purr . 
1lliat Does Baby Hear? spe kar unknown, PR, 3-6, the s o nd ef fect 
i s named and f oll owed by t he sound: clock tick 8 
times , train, choo-choo 10 tirr.es; bell ... ding dcng 
14 times • drum - bang 14 t imes ; wn ter - spl ash 10 
times; horn - toot 14 t i mes. 'rhese a re vocal sound 
efi'ects . 
Vlhat Does Baby See.!. speaker unknown, PR., 3-6 .. the items ara 
named a s baby sees then a s s the windovt vd th a 
sound effec·::; to strengthen the me a..1.ing: car, :m.sm 
"lta.lk·ne;, lady wo.lking, dog running, boy r i ding a 
bicycl~ . 
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R ~o rds of Soll.l1.ds {.simpl sounds ) : 
T.he s i mpl sounds indicated i..'rl t h · se records are 
not i'iords · J: ·t;halllSob;es , rather meaningf ul sounds having r rd 
v-alue mea. ing when used in their proper context . 
Bold F·sherrr£~.n sung by Crane Cal der, , 4-7 ~ in the s o1..md 
tr~:nki•doodle-dum, ten times 
Booboo, t~e Baby Baboon sung by Josef Marias and ~iranda, CO , 
d boohoo 20 t imes 
The Bubbl(~ olka sung b· iche.r d Coll i e , COL, 4 - '7 , inthe 
--------------~-c~-h~em-.; 29 times , and the wo d pop 29 times 
i d You Eve · See A las~de? sung by Cra...'"le Ce.lder, AL, 4 - 9 , in 
·the· sounds : ch.oo- choo , vriggle-vro.ggl•::J , clap ... o lap, 
hop-hop , n ina times each sdtmd 
Fideree F'idera sung by Josef 1b.rai s and 1'"1iranda, COL, 4 - 9, in 
- the 1£.1.e sound la-l a-la 25 tim.es 
The FroR Wen A-Courtin' sung by Crane Caldar, AL, 5-10, i .. 
the sound ah-ba. t?tel va -~:tmes • m-.m.- n ... :m twal·:;a times 
The Happy Calliope Son& with Percy Faith roh. and Chorus :. COL, 
4-12 , in the sound blup- bl eep-'Jlilp ten times 
Li · tle Brown J ug sung by Crane Ce.lclar~ AL, 4-7;, in the sound 
ha- .ha 12 times 
The Little Red .!. en sung by Fra.nk Luther, D:> ALPn, 4-12 in the 
s ound cut-cut- c,lt ca.daket 23 times 
Pater Go·ctontai l sung by Gene .utr y_, COL, ALPR5 4 - 12 , in the 
sot 1d hippit y•hoppity 10 t i mes 
Ski p iio 'My Lou sung b · Crc e c~.lder, AL .~~4 -9 , in the sound 
hay- hey nineteen ·aimes 
lj 
l 
Teena, t he hing Hyena sung by Alan Livir-~ston, CAP , 3-8~ 
in the le.ugh of ·1: e many diffe r nt eople-e.nimals 
that the hyana meats on his search . 
Tw: Little Trains sung by Burl Ives , COL, 3-8 ,~ in the sounds: 
puff ... puff and chug ... o~mg tan t i mes each 
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V. RECORDS SUITABLE FOR S~ EIDH WORK ARRAl'JGED ACCORDING 
0 REAS OF SPE • _, £i SOUNDS 
t •<:J 1r.1' sotmd 
The Banga.loray Nan sung by Josef Marias a Nli anda. 6 D, 5-11, 
the 'm • occur s 32 t imes i n the v;ord mP...n , and 32 
t'm s li1 work like ~ 
Guill sun by Doodles Weaver and George Rock ri th 
------~--~~~--~ S ike Jone Oroh.~ RCA~ 4- 7# the '- 1 occur~ 20 times 
in a word l ike gun1 
Blue Tail Fl y sm1g by Burl Ives and childran's choir, D, 3- 8, 
the 'm' occurs 6 t•mes in the word Jimmy 
o~d Fisherman sung by Crane Calder, AL~ 4-7, the 'm' occurs 
10 times in the sound dum 
The Cir us Day Parade Percy Faith Orch . and Chorus, COL, 4-12 , 
the 1m r occurs in the sound boom 13 ti.tues 
The Elephant and the Fle sung by Crane Cal der, AL, 6-10 , the 
' m' .)CC:trs 12 times i n the sound o :m 
The Gingerbreg,d Bo_z sung by Frank Luther, D, U.PR, 5-12, tha 
'm' occurs 10 t imes in the word home 
Jack an the Beans·t;alk s ung and ·bold by Frank Luther, D. ALPR, 
5-8, the 'm' occurs 26 i..11 the word climbed., and 16 
times in the word clump 
The lAnd of Hatchy Milatchy stmg by Rosema.rJ Clooney, COL, 4-12 , 
the ' m' oc curs 12 times in the word mila.tchJ: 
ion and the Moue sung by Roger White and Roy Haller, WR, 
5- 10, the 'm' occurs H: times L"l the word mouse 
The Shoemaker and the Elva., sung and told. by Frank Luther, D, 
ALPR, 4-? • the ' m 1 occurs 17 times in the \'Tord 
shoemaker 
Skip to ~~y Lou sung by CrP-ne Calder, ALa 4-9 , tha ' m' sound 
occurs 19 times in the word ~ 
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Tell Me A Sto~l_ sung by Fre.11kie Laine and Jimmy Boyd, COL, 4-li~ . 
the 'm' sound occurs 17 times in the word me 
The Unbirthda.y Song sung b• Dennis Day, l1.8.A;t <1-l~ , the *Ll' sound 
occurs 13 times in t he 'V1rord u.."l!nersv: 
There Did k'}' Sno>vman Go? snng by Molly Bee, CAP , 4-12, the 'm ' 1
1 s~ und occurs 14 tim<3s in words suc h as ~ end snowman 
the 'b' sound 
The Ba..ngalorey Mm sung by Josef :Marais. and J\.1lra.nda.., D, 5-11, 
the 'b! sound occurs 23 time s in the word Bangs.lor2l 
The Birthday Record sung by Crane Calder, P.L., 6-10, the ' b' 
sound occurs 13 times in the word irthday 
Blowing Bubble Gum sung by Doodl es ~eaver and George Rock with 
Spike Jones Orch v., RCA, 4-7, the ' b ' sound occurs 
22 time s in the v. ord bubble 
Booboo , the Baby Baboon sung by Josef Marais and !~ randa, COL, 
4-9 , the 'b ' sovnd occ urs 14 times in the word booboo, 
9 times in tha word baboon, 20 times in the word 
boohoo 
Bunny Round- Up Time s mg by Gene Autry, COLli' 4-12, the ' b' 
s ound occurs 12 -~ilues in the word bunny 
Tne Circus Day Parade Percy Faith Orch . and Chorus , CO ll' 4-12 ., 
the *b ' sound occurs 13 t imes in the word boom 
TI1e Elephant and the Flea sung by Crane Calder$ AL, 6-10 ~ the 
'b' sound occurs 12 times in the word bcom 
Fooba ~ooba John sung by Burl Iv s, COL, 4-12, the ' b' sotmd 
occurs 12 times in words such as fooba and wooba 
T'ne Funny Little Bunny sung by Gene Au'b.r'IJ, CCL., 4 -12, the ' b' 
so1.md occurs 12 tines in the l1 or ~ bunny 
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The Gingerbread Boy sung by Frank Luther. D., ALPR, 5·12, the 'b' 
sound occurs 19 times in the word boy 
Goldilocks and the Three Bears sung and told by F~ Luther, D. 
ALPR, 4-7, the 'b' sound ooours 32 times in the word 
big, 46 times in bears, 32 times in ~, 6 times in 
bowl and 9 times in the word bed 
Ha.p;py Birthda~ sung by D.ennis Day, RCA, 4-12, the 'b' sound occurs 
3 times in the birthdaz 
Me and MY Teddy Bea.r sung by Frank Luther,. D., ALPR, 4-10., the 'b' 
sound occurs 12 times in the word bear 
Three Little Bunnies sung by Gayla Peevey., COL., 5-10, the 'b' 
sound occurs 12 times in the word bunny 
The Unbi rthday Song srmg by Dennis Iay, RCA., 4-12 ., t.."'te 'b' sound 
occurs 31 times in the word birthday 
the 'p' sound 
A Tisket, A Tasket sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-7. the 'p' sound 
sound occurs 16 times in the word dropped 
The Birthday Record sung by Crane Calder., AL, 6-10, the 'P' 
sound occurs 12 times in the word ~ 
The Bubble Gum Polka sung by Richard Collier, COL, 4-7 • the 'p' 
sound occurs 29 times in the word EE. 
Frostl the Snowma.n sung by Gene Autry, COL, ALPR, 4-12, the 'p' 
sound occurs 12 times in the word thumptl 
Jaok and the Beanstalk sung and told by Frank Luther, D, ALPR. 
5-a. the 'p' sound occurs 16 times in the word 
clump, and 14 times in the word chop 
Keep A-Rowin 1 sung by Jose£ J&l.re.is and Miranda, COL. 4-9., the 
'p' sound occurs 21 times in the word kee£ 
_ 2~ 
Little Train A-Chuggin • In M.y Heart sung by Jimmy Boyd, COL~ 4-12, 
' the 'p' sound occurs 18 times in the word~ 
Peter Cottontail sung by Gene Autry, COL, ALPR, 4-12, the 'p' 
sound occurs 10 times in the words hippity·~oppity 
PUlllcy Punkin sung by Ros amary Clooney, COL, 4-12, the 'p • sound 
occurs 8 times in the word puhq, 18 times in the 
work punkin and 11 times in t e word happy 
Skip To My Lou sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-9, the 'p' sound occurs 
12 times in the work skip . 
Three Billl Goats Gruff sung by Sally Sweetland and Roger White, 
WR, ALPR, 4-12, the 'p' sound occur.s 30 times in the 
words trip-trap 
Two Little Trains sung by Burl Ives, COL, 3-8, the 'p' sound 
occurs 10 times in the word puff 
Way Down Yonder in the Paw Paw Patch, sung by Burl Ives and Child-
ren's Choir, D, 4-9, the 'p' sound occurs 24 times 
in the word paw-paw, 12 ti~es in patch, 12 times in 
pickin.I$ 1 12 tiies In ~· 12 times in put and 12 times 
in the word pocket 
Whatta Ya Wanna. Be (When You Grow Up) sung by Frank Luther, D, 
5-9, the 'p • sound occurs 17 times in the word 3: 
Wish I Wuz a Whisker sung by Gayla Peevey, COL, 5-10, the 1p 1 
sonnd occurs 14 times in the word hop 
the •w• .. 'llh • .sound 
A Tisket, A Tasket sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-7, the 'w' sound 
occurs 12 times in the word way 
Did You Ever See A Lassie? sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-9, the 
iwt sound occurs 8 times in 1he word wiggle-vraggle 
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The Funny Little Bunnz srmg by Gene Autry, COL, 4-12, the •w• 
sound occurs 8 times in the word with 
Little Red Riding Hood sung and told by Glenn Riggs, RCA, ALPR, 
4-7, the 1w' sound oocurs 8 times in the word wolf 
The Little Red Hen sung by Fra.nk Luther, D, ALPR, 4-12, the 
iwt sound occurs 30 times in the word won't and 
six times in the word will 
Looby Loo sung by Florence Calder, AL, 4-6, the 'w' sound 
occurs 12 times in the word we 
Onions and Potatoes sung by Jose£ ~rais and Miranda, COL, 4-8, 
the 'w' sound occurs nine time in the word 1vork 
Seven At One Blow s1mg and told by Paul Wing, RCA, 4-7, the 'w' 
sound occurs 8 times in the word one 
The Shoemaker and the Elves sung and told by Frank Luther, D, 
ALPR, 4-7, the 'w' sound occurs 8 times in the 
word wife 
Three Little Pigs sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-9, the 'w' sound 
occurs 10 times in the word wee-wee 
Two Little Owls sung by Burl Ives, COL, 4-12, the 1w1 sound 
occurs 8 tilli.es in the words boW-wow 
Way Down Yonder in the Paw Paw Patch sung by Burl Ives and Child-
ren's Choir, D, 4-9, the 1wh 1 sound occurs 12 times 
in the word where and the 'w' sormd occurs 12 times 
in the word way 
Whatta Ya Wanna Be (When You Grow Up) sung by Frank Luther, D, 
5-9, the 1wh 1 sound occurs 12 times in the word 
whatta and 17 times inthe word when,; the 1w 1 sound 
occurs 12 times in the word wanna-a--
Where Did My Sn0l'flll9.D. Go? sung by Molly Bee, CAP, 4-12, the 'wh • 
sound occurs 13 times in the word where 
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the 'h' sound 
A tisket, A ~sket sung by Crane Calder~ AL, 4-7, the 1h 1 sound 
occurs 12 times in the word he 
Booboo, the Baby Baboon sung by Josef Marais and Miranda, COL, 
4-9, the 1h 1 sound occurs 20 times in the word 
boohoo 
The Frog Want A-Courtin 1 sung by Crane Calder, AL, 5-10, the 
'h' sound occurs 12 times in the word ah, ha 
Happy Birthday sung by Dennis lay, RCA, 4-12, the 1 h 1 sound 
occurs 24 times in the word happy, and 8 times 
in the word hooray 
Herkimer, the Homely Doll sung by Sterling Holloway, D, 6-12, 
the fh 1 sound occurs 10 times in the word Herkimer, 
and 8 times in the word homely 
Hickory, Dickort' Dock sung by Clark MC&le1land, CR, 4-7, the 
•h sound occurs 18 times in the word hicko;y 
The Land of Hatchy, Milatohy smg by Rosemary Clooney, COL, 4-12, 
the 'h' sound occurs 12 tfmes in the word hatchy 
Little Brown Jug sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-7, the 'h' sound 
occurs 12 times in the word ha-ha-ha 
The Little Red Hen sung by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 4-12, the 'h' 
sound occurs 17 times in the word hen 
Little Red Riding Hood srmg and told by Glen Riggs 1 RCA, ALPR, 
4-7, the 'h' sound oocurs 12 times in the word hood 
Loobl Loo sung by Florence Calder, AL, 4-8, the 'h' sound occurs 
12 times in the word here 1 and 10 times in the word 
hand -
Punky P'lmkin sung by Rosemary Clooney, COL, 4-12, the 'h' sound 
occurs 11 times in the word happy 
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Way Down Yonder in the Paw Paw Patch sung by Burl Ives and Child-
ren's Choir, D, 4-9, the 'h' sound occurs 12 times 
in the word her 
Wish I wuz a vYhisker sung by Gayla Peevey, COL, 5-10, the 'h' 
sound occurs 14 times in the word hop 
Skip To My Lou sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-9, the 'h' sound 
occurs 19 times in the word hey-hey 
the 'n' sound 
The Banga1orey 1\E.n sung by Josef' Lkrais and Miranda, D, 5-11, 
the 'n' sound occurs 32 times in the word man 
Blue Tail Fl_y sung by Burl Ives and Children's Choir, D, 3-8, 
the 'n' sound occurs 16 times in woras like corn 
and don't 
Brave Tin Soldier told and sung by Paul Wing, RCA, ALPR, 4-7, 
the 'n' sound occurs 16 times in the word tin 
Bunny Rormd-Up Time sung by Gene Autry, COL, 4-12, the 'n' 
sound occurs 12 times in the word bunny 
Chicken Licken sung by Frank Luther, D, 6-11, the 'n' sound 
occurs 12 times in words like chicken and licken; 
and 18 times in the word ran 
The Funny Little Bunnz snng by Gene Autry, COL, 4-12, the 'n' 
sound occurs 9 times in the word f'unny, and 12 
times in the word bunny 
The Gingerbread Bol snng by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 5-12, the 
'n' sound occurs 19 times in the word gingerbread, 
and 16 times in the word ran 
Jack and the Beansta1k sung and told by R~ Luther, D, ALPR, 
5-8, the 'n' sound occurs 7 times in the word bean-
stalk and 36 times in the word down 
----
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Keep A Rowin' sung by Josef .Ml.rais and Miranda, COL, 4-9, the 'n 1 
so1md occurs 21 times in the word row"in' 
The Land of Hatchy Milatchy sung by Rosemary Clooney, COL, 4-12, 
the 'n' sound occurs 12 times in the word land 
Fun On A Rainy Day With Little JoJ:mny Everything sung by Sandy 
Russell, RCA, 3-8, the •ni sound occurs 27 times 
in the word Johnny 
The Little Red Hen sung by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 4-12, the 'n' 
sound occurs 17 times in the word hen 
Onions and Potatoes sung by Josef ~rias and Miranda, COL, 4-8, 
the 'n' sound occurs 16 times in the word onions 
Rueben Ranzo sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-8, the 'n' sound occurs 
22 times in the word Ranzo 
Three Little Bunnies sung by Gayla Peevey, COL, 5-10, the 'n' 
sound occurs 12 times in the word bunny 
Three Little Pigs sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-9, the 'n' sound 
occurs 12 times in the sound oink 
Where Did My Snowman Go? sung by Mooly Bee, CAP, 4-12, the 'n' 
sound occurs 14 times in the word snowman 
T.humblina sung by Jimmy Boyd, COL, 4-12, the 'n' sound occurs 
27 times in the word thum.blina 
Whatta Ya Vianna Be (When You Grow Up) sung by Frank Luther, D, 
5-9, the 'n' sound occurs 12 times in the word 
wanna, and 17 times in the word when 
the 't' sound 
Blue TEil Fly sung by Burl Ives and Children's Choir, D, 3-8, 
the •t• sound occurs 16 times in the word don't 
I 
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Brave Tin Soldier told and sung by Paul Wing., RCA, ALPR, 4-7, 
the •t 1 sound occurs 16 times in the word tin 
Eggbert, the Easter Bunny sung by Rosemary Clooney, COL, 4-12, 
the 1 1;' sound occurs 10 times in the word eggbert 
Ftm On A Rainy Day With Little Jo:tm:O.y Everything sung by Sandy 
Russell., RCA, 3-5., the •t• sound oceurs 16 times 
in the word little 
The Ftmny: Little Bunny sung by Gene Autry., COL, 4-12., the •t• 
sound occurs 10 times in words like little and tail 
Goldilocks and the Three Bears sung and told by Frank Luther, 
D, ALPR, 4-7, the •t 1 sound occurs 32 times in the 
word great 
Happy Birthday sung by Dennis Day 1 RCA. 4-12, the 1 t 1 sound 
occurs 16 times in the word to 
Kitty Kats Pa!!l sung by Rosemary Clooney, COL. 4-12, the •t• 
sotmd occurs 17 times in the word kitty 
The Lit·l;le Red Hen sung by Frank Luther., D., ALPR. 4-12., the •t• 
sound occurs 30 times in the word won't, 6 times 
in right, 33 times in out-out, . and ll times in the 
word cadaket 
Little Red Riding Hood sung and told by Glenn Riggs, RCA, ALPR., 
4-7 • · 3ille·: . .!:tr~ J sound occurs 12 times in the word 
little 
Me and My Teddy Bear sung by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 4-~9, th~ 
't' sound occurs 12 times in the word teddl 
<nions and Potatoes sung by Josef Mlrais and Miranda., COL. 4-6. 
the 't' sound occurs 13 times in the word £Otatoes 
Peter Cottontail sung by Gene Autry, COL., ALPR. 4-12, the •t• 
sound occurs 10 times in the words hippity-hogpi~ 
Seven At <Ale Blow sung and told by Paul Wing, RCA, 4-7 • the •t• 
sound occurs 12 times in the word tailor 
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Skip To 14Y Lou sung by Crane Ce.lder, Al.., 4-9, the 't' sound occurs 
12 times in the word to 
Shoo FlX sung by Burl Ives and Children's Choir, D, 4-10, the •t• 
sound occurs 12 times in the word don't 
Tell Me A Stoal sung by Frankie Laine and Jimmy Boyd, COL, 4-12, 
t e sound of •t• occurs 17 times in the word tell 
· -
The Uhbirthday Song sung by Dennis Day, RCA, 4-12, the 1t' sound 
occurs 29 times in the word to 
the 1d 1 sound 
The Birthday Record sung by Crane Calder, AL, 6-10, the 1d' so1.md 
occurs 13 times in the word birthday 
The Candy !al.n sung by Mervin Shiner, D, 4-9, the 'd' sound occurs 
12 times in the word candy 
Did You Ever See A Lassie? sung by Crane Calder, Al.., 4-9, the 'd' 
sormd occurs -16 times in the word did 
Fiddle-de-dee sung by Gerry Bietz and Roger White, WR, 4-6, the 
'd' sound occurs 23 times in the sound de-dee, and 
23 times in the word fiddle 
Fide res Fidera sung by Josef ~rias and Miranda, COL, 4-9, the 
1 d 1 sound occurs 14 times in the word fidera 
T}le Gingerbread Boy sung by Frank Luther, D, .ALPR, 5-12, the 1d' 
sound occurs 19 times in the word gingerbread 
Goldilocks and the Three Bears sung and told by Frank Luther • 
D, ALPR, 4-7, the 'd' sound occurs nine times in 
words like Goldilocks and bed, and 32 times in the 
word middle -
Happy Bi rthda~ sung by Dennis Day, RCA, 1-3.2, the 'd 1 sound occurs 
3 times in the word birthday 
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He'll Be Coming D<>Vre the Chimney sung by Gene Autry.., COL, 4-12, 
the 'd' sound occurs 10 times in the word down 
Hickory, Dickoa:,., Dock sung by Cle.rk 1~Clellend, CR.., 4-7, the 
(d sound occurs 18 times in words such as dock 
and Dicko~ -
Howdy Doody 's Do's and Don'ts sung by Bob Smith , RCA, ALPR, 4-8, 
t he 'di sound occurs 10 times in wo rds like howdy 
and doody, and 14 t imes ir1 the word~" the word 
don'ts and the word bed 
Jack and the Bee.nstalk sung and told by Frank Luther. D, ALPR, 
5-8, the 'd' sound is used 26 times in the word 
climbed 
Tile Land of Hatchy Milatchy sung by Ros~ry Clooney, COL, 4-12, 
the 'd' sound occurs .12 times in the word le.nd 
Tile Little Red Hen sung by Fre.ilk Luther, D, ALPR, 4 .. 12, the 'd' 
sound occurs 17 times in the word red 
The Unbirthday Son~ sung by Dennis Day, RCA, 4-12, the 'd' sound 
occurs 33 times in the word birthdaz 
Where Did N'!Y Snowman GoJ sung by Molly Bee, CAP, 4-12, the 'd' 
sound occurs 13 times in 1ih.e word did 
the 'k' sound 
Blue Tail Fly sung by Burl Ives and Children's Choir, D, 3-8, 
the 'k' sound occurs 16 times in words like ~" 
II cre.ck, ~ 
I 
Bold Fisherman sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-7, the 'k' sound 
· occurs 10 times in the word twinki 
ihe Candy 1..il.n sung by Mervin Shi ner, D, 4-9, the 'k' sound 
occurs 6 times in the word pop-corn, and 12 times 
in the word candy 
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Chicken Lickan sung by Frank Luther$ D, 5-11, the 'k' sound occurs 
!2 times in words like chicken and licken, and 9 times 
in the ?rord kinJa 
Fun On A Rainy Da.y With Little Johnnt Everything sung by Sandy 
Russell, RCA, 3-8, thek' sound occurs 10 times in 
the word make 
Grandfather Kringle sung by Burl Ivea, COL, 4-12, the 'k' sound 
occurs 10 times in the word christmas 
Hickory, Dickory_, Dock, sung by Clark M::Clella.nd, CR, 4-7, the 
'k' sound occurs 18 times in words such as hioko~, 
diokory, ~ 
Jack and the Beanstalk sung and told by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 
5-81 the 'k' sound occurs 22 times in the word Jaok 
Keep A-Rowin' sung by Josef J.Brais a.nd Miranda, COL, 4-9, the 'k' 
sound occurs 21 times in the word keep 
Kitty Kats Party sung by Rosemary Clooney, COL, 4-12, the 'k' 
sound occurs 17 times in the word kitty, and 9 times 
in the word kats 
1he Litt le Red Hen sung by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 4-12, the 'k' 
sound occurs 7 times in the word oat, 33 tim.es in 
the word out-out, and 11 times in ""tlie word cadaket 
Looby Loo sung by Florance Calder, AL, 4-8, the 1k 1 sound occurs 
15 times in the word shake 
P~ Prmkin sung by Rosemary Clooney, COL, 4-12, the 'k' sound 
occurs 8 times in the word pml.lcy, and 18 times in 
the word ptmk:in 
The Shoemaker and the Elves sung and told by Frank Luther, D, 
ALPR, 4-7, the 'k' sound occurs 17 times in the word 
shoemaker 
II Three Little Pie_ sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-9, the 'k' sound 
occurs 12 times in the sound oink 
Way Down Yonder in the Paw Paw Patch sung by Burl Ives and Child-
ran's Choir, D, 4-9• the 'k' sound occurs 12 time8 
in words like Eicking and pocket 
the 1 g 1 sound 
Blowing Bubble Gum sung by Doodles Weaver and George Rock with 
Spike Jones Orch., RCA, 4-7, the 'g' sound occurs 
20 times in the word gum 
The Candy Ma.n sung by Mervin Shiner, D, 4-9, the 'g' sound occurs 
6 times in the word gum 
Did You Ever See A Lassie? sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-9, the ( g ~ 
sound occurs 32 times in the word ~ 
Eggbert, the Easter Bunny sung by Rosemary Clooney, COL, 4-12, the 
ig• sound occurs 10 times in the word eggbert 
The Frog Went A..Courtin' sung by Crane Calder, AL, 5-10, the 'g' 
sound occurs 8 times in the word frog 
The Frogzee and the Flyzee sung by Richard Coller, COL, 5-11, 
the i g i sound oc ours 10 times in the word frogzee 
GOldilocks and the Three Bears sung and told by Frank Luther, 
D, ALPR, 4-7, the 'g' sound occurs 9 times in the 
word Goldilocks, and 32 times in the word big 
Guffy the Goofy Gobbler sung by Gene Autry, COL, 4-12, the 'g' 
sound occurs 5 times in words like gu:ffy, £Obbler, 
and 8 times in the word goofy 
The Little Ra_g Doll sung by Lu Ann Simms, COL, 4-12, the 'g 1 
sound occurs 8 times in the word rag 
Little Train A-Ghuggin' in l!y Heart sung by Jimmy Boyd, COL, 
4-12, the 'g 1 sound occurs 19 times in the word 
chuggin' 
Skip To My Lou srmg by Crane Calder, AL, 4-9, the 'g' sound occurs 
lO times in the word girl 
------===-
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Three Billy Goats Gruff sung by Sally Sweetland and Roger White, 
WR, ALPR, 4-12, the 'g' sound occurs 11 times in 
the word goat 
Two Little Trains sung by Burl Ives, COL, 3-8, the 1g 1 sound 
occurs 11 times in the sound chug 
Vfay Down Yonder in the Paw Paw Patch sung by Burl Ives and Child-
ren's choir, D, 4-9 • the 'g' sound occurs 12 times in 
the word~ 
the 'ng' sound 
The Candy Ml.n sung by Mervin Shiner, D, 4-9, the 'ng' sound occurs 
6 times in the word chewing and 5 times in the word 
song 
Chicken Licken sung by F~ Luther, D, 5-11, the 'ng' sound 
occurs 9 times in the word king 
The Bangalore{b Mm sung by Josef Ml.rais and Miranda, D, 5-11. 
e 'ng' sound occurs 32 times in the word bang-
alorey 
Frm On A Rainy Day With L1 ttle Johnny Everything sung by Sandy 
Russell, RCA, S-8, the 'ng' sound occurs 7 times in 
the word anythin_g_, and 16 times in the word every-
thing 
Grandfather Kringle sung by Burl Ives, COL, 4-12, the 'ng' sound 
occurs 9 times in the word Kringle 
He'll Be Coming Down the Chimney sung by Gene Autry, COL, 4-12, 
the 'ng i sound occurs 10 times in the word coming 
Little Red Riding Hood sung and told by Glenn Riggs, RCA, ALPR, 
4-7, the 'ng' sound occurs 12 times in the word 
riding 
Little Train A-Chuggin . in My Heart sung by Jimmy Boyd, COL, 4-12, 
the 'ng' sound occurs 10 times in the word ring 
I 
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Shoo Fly sung by Burl Ives end Children's Choir, D, 4-10 6 the 
'ng 1 sound occurs 8 times in the word momi~ 
Way Down Yonder in the Paw Paw Patch sung by Burl Ives and Child-
ren's Choir, D, 4-9, the 'ng' sound occurs 12 t:i.mes 
in ·!;..'le word picking 
the •j• sound 
Did You Ever See A Lassie? sung by Crane Calder, -~• 4-9, the 
'j 1 sound occurs 16 times in the word Jl:OU 
Grandfather Kringle sung by Burl Ives, COL, 4-12, the 1 j 1 sound 
occurs 23 times in the word yodel-de-a 
Happy: Birthday snng by Dennis Day, RCA, 4-12, the 'j ' sound 
occurs 16 times in the word you 
Onions and Potatoes sung by Josef Marais and ~firanda, COL, 4-8, 
the 'j' sound occurs 13 times in the word onions 
The Unbirthday: Song sung by Dennis Day, RCA, 4-12, the 'j ' sound 
occurs 20 times in the word you 
Way Down Yonder in the Paw Paw Patch sung by Burl Ives and Child-
ren's Choir, D, 4-9, the 1 j 1 sound occurs 12 times 
in words such as yonde.E_ and your 
Wha tta. Ya _!anna Be (1'ihan You Grow Up) sung by Frank Luther, D, 
5-9, the 'j' sound occurs 17 times in the word you 
and 12 times in the sound 1!. 
,, 
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the 'v' sound 
A Tisket, A Ta.sket sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-7, the 'v' sound 
occurs 8 times in the word love 
Brave Tin Soldier told and sung by Paul Wing, RCA, ALPR, 4-7, 
the 'v' sound occurs 10 times in the word brave 
Did You Ever See A Lassie? sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-9, the 
'v' sound occurs 16 times in the word ever 
Fun On A Rainy Day Wi t.l-J. Little Johnnz Everything sung by Sandy 
Russell, RCA, 3-6, the 'v' sound occurs 10 times 
in the word believe, and 16 times in the word 
everything 
The Land of Batchy Milatchy sung by Rosemary Clooney, COL, 4-12, 
the sound of 'v' occurs 12 times in the word of 
Seven At One Blow sung and told by Paul Wing, RCA, 4-7, the 'v' 
sound occurs 8 times in the word seven 
The Shoemaker and the Elves sung and told by Frank Luther, D, 
ALPR, 4-7, the 'v' sound occurs 9 times in the 
word elves 
The Unbirthday Song sung by Dermis Da.y, RCA, 4-12, the 'v' 
sound occurs 13 times in the vmrd veril 
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the •:t• sotmd 
The Banga.lorey 1ml stmg by Josef Marais and Miranda, D, 5-11, 
the *t• sound occurs 32 times in the word follaw 
Chicken Licken sung by Frank Luther, D, 5-11, the ':t' sound 
occurs 8 times in the word fall, and 10 times in 
the word laughed -
The Elephant and the Flea sung by Crane Calder, AL, 6-10, the 
1f' 1 sound occurs 8 times in the word fun 
Fiddle-de-de sung by Gerry Bietz and Roger White, WR, 4-6, the 
'f' sound occurs 23 times in the word fiddle 
Fideree Fidera sung by Josef Marias and Miranda., COL, 4-9, the 
':t' sound occurs 14 times in the fidera 
Fooba Wooba. John sung by Burl Ives, COL, 4-12, the 'f' sound 
occurs 12 times in the word foo ba 
1be Fmmy Little Bunny sung by Gene Autry, COL, 4-12, the 'f' 
sound ooours 9 times in words suoh as funny, puff 
Grandfather Kr~gle sung by Burl Ives, COL, 4-12, the 'f' sound 
ocours 9 tiJn.es in the word grandf'a. ther 
Guffy the Goofy Gobbler sung by Gene Autry, COL, 4-12, the 'f • 
sotmd ooours 8 times in the word goofy, and 5 times 
in the word guffy 
Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer sung by Gene Autry • COL, ALPR, 
4-12, the 'f' sound occurs 9 times in the word 
Rudolph 
1be Shoemaker and the Elves sung and told by Frank Luther, D, 
ALPR, 4-7, the •:t• sound occurs 8 times in the 
word wife 
Shoo Fly sung by Burl Ives and Children's Choir, D, 4-10, the 'f' 
sound occurs 24 times in the word feel 
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Teena.the Lau~ing Erena sung by Alan Livingston. CAP# 3-8# the 
. ' sormd occurs 28 times in the word lauf>!t. 
Two Little Trains sung by Burl Ives, COL. 3-6. the 'f' sound 
occurs 10 times in the word Euff 
the •1• sound 
The Ba.ngalore\ MLn sung by Josef Mlra.is and Miranda, D, 5-11, the 
1• sound occurs 32 times in the words such as 
follow and bangalorel 
Bulu the Zulu srmg by Josef 1~rais and Miranda • COL, 4-9. the '1 1 
sound occurs 16 tiilles in the words bulu and zulu 
Did You Ever See A Lassie? sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-9. the '1' 
sound occurs 16 times in the words wiggle-waggle, 
and 8 times in the word lassie 
Fiddle-da-de sung by Gerry Bietz and Roger 1v.hite, WR, 4-6, the 
'1' sound occurs 23 times in the word fiddle 
Fideree Fidera sung by Josef ~krias and l~randa. COL, 4-9, the '1' 
sound occurs 25 times in the sound la-la 
Fun On a Rain Da WIth Little Jo - hin sung by Sandy 
Russell, RCA, 3-8, the sound occurs 16 times in 
the word little, and 10 times in the word believe 
Goldilocks and the Three Bears sung and told by Frank Luther, D, 
ALPR, 4~7, the 'l' sound occurs 9 times in the word 
Goldilocks, 7 times in the word like, and 6 times 
in the word bowl. and 32 times inwords like middle 
and little -
Grandfather Kringle sung by Burl Ives, COL, 4-12, the 11' sound 
occurs 23 times in the word ~odel-de-a, and 9 times 
in the word kringle 
Laddle, laddle, laddle on a Lollypop sung by Frank Luther, D, 4-7, 
the '1' sound occurs 35 times in the word laddle 
[ 
The Le.nd of' Ea.tchy :Milatchy sung by Rosemary Clooney, COL, 4-12, 
the *1' sound occurs 12 times in words such as land 
and mila tchy 
The Little Rag Doll sung by Lu Ann Simms 1 COL, 4-12 1 the '1' 
sound occurs 9 times in the word doll 
Seven At One Blow sung and told by Paul Wing, RCA, 4-7, the '1 1 
sound occurs 12 times in the word tailor 
The Shoemaker and the Elves sung and told by F~~k Luther, D, 
ALPR, 4-7, the '1' sound occurs 19 times in the word 
elves 
Teena, the Laughing Hyena sung by Alan Livingston, CAP, 3-8, the 
'1' sound occurs 28 times in the word laugh 
Tell Me A Story sung by Frankie Laine and Jimmy Boyd, COL, 4-12 1 
the 11 1 sound occurs 17 times in the word tell 
the 'r' sound 
The Bangalorey Man sung by Josef' ~rais and Miranda, D, 5-ll, the 
•ri sound occurs 32 times in the word bangalorey 
Brave Tin Soldier told and sung by Paul Wing, RCA, ALPR, 4-7 1 the 
'r* sound occurs 10 times in the word brave 
Chicken Licken sung by Frank Luther, D, 5-11, the 'r' sound occurs 
8 times in the word run 
Did You Ever See A Lassie? sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-9, the 'r' 
sound occurs 16 times in the word ever 
Fiderea Fidera sung by Josef' l!Jlrais and Miranda, COL, 4-9, the 
'r' sound occurs 14 times in the word fidera 
If 
1he Gingerbread Boz sung by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 5-12, the 'r' 11 
sound occurs 19 times in the word ~ingerbread, the 
word ran occurs 15 times 
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Fun On A Ra.iny Day With Little Johnny Everythi~ sung by Sandy 
Russell~ RCA~ 3-8~ the 'r' sound occurs 16 times 
in the word evel)rthing 
Happy Birthda~ sung by Dennis Day~ RCA~ 4-12~ the 'r' sound occurs 
3 times in the word birthday, 13 times in the word 
unmarry:, 8 t imes in the word hooray 
Herkimer, the Homely Doll sung by Sterling HOlloway, D~ 6-12, the 
• r' sound occurs 10 times in the word Herkimer 
Hickory, Dickory, Dock sung by Clark MCClelland, CR, 4-7, the 'r' 
sound effect occurs 18 times in words like hickory 
and dickory 
Keep A-Rowin' sung by Josef ~rais and Miranda, COL, 4-9, the 'r' 
sound occurs 21 ti.'l18s in the word rowin 1 
The Little Red Hen sung by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 4-12, the 'r' 
sound occurs 17 times in the word red, and 6 times 
i.Tl the word right -
Me and My Teddy Bearsung by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 4-10, the 'r' 
sound occurs 12 times in the word bear 
Rueben Ra.nzo sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-8, the 'r' sound occurs 
22 times in the word Ra.nzo 
Tell Me A Story sung by Frankie Laine and Jimmy Boyd~ COL, 4-12, 
the 'r' sound occurs 17 times in the word st2!l 
Wa y Down Yonder in the Paw Paw Patch sung by Burl Ives and Child-
ran 's Choir, D, 4-9, the 'r' sound occurs 24 times 
in the word where 
the •& 1 sound 
The Bir~1day Record sung by Crane Calder, AL~ 6-10, the •t?• sound 
occurs l3 times in the birthday 
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Frosty the Sno"UUlll18n sung by Gene Autry, COL, ALPR, 4-12, the 1 /:9 1 
sound occurs 12 times in the sound thum;ety-
The Funny Little Bunn_y sung by Gene Autry, COL, 4-12, the '&' 1 
sound occurs 8 times in iihe word with 
Happy- Birthda! sung by Dennis Day, RCA, 4-12, the 16' 1 sound occurs 
3 times in the word birthday 
Fun On A Rainy Day With Li.ttle Johnny Everything sung by Sandy 
Russell, RCA, 3-8, the 12# 1 sound occurs 16 times in 
the word everything, and 7 times in the word anything 
Thumblina sung by Jinnny Boyd, COL, 4-12, the •&• sound occurs 27 
times in the word thumbline. 
The Unbirthday- Song sung by Dennis Day, RCA, 4-12, the 16'1 sound 
occurs 31 times in the word birthday-
the 1 1 1 sound 
A Tisket, A tasket sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-7, the ·~· sound 
occurs 12 times in the word the 
Did You Ever See A Lasais? sung by C~e Calder, AL, 4-9, the 1 ~ 1 
sound occurs 1o times in the word this 
Gr~•dfather Kringle sung by Burl Ives, COL, 4-12, the 1 ~ 1 sound 
occurs 9 times in the word grandfather 
The Lit'tle Red Hen sung by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 4-12, the '~' 
sound occurs 6 times in the word that's 
Little Red Riding Hood sung and told by Glenn Riggs, RCA, ALPR, 
4-7, the 1:::o:l 1 sound occurs 8 times in the word grand-
mother 
The Shoemaker and the Elves sung and told by Frank Luther, D., .ALPR, 
4-7, the 1 ~' sound occurs 8 times in the word leather 
Shoo Fly sung by Burl Ives and Children's Choir, D, 4-10, the 1~ 
sound occurs 12 . times in the word bother 
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Ste.rs Are The f/indows of Heaven sung by Fran Allison. RCA, 4-7, 
the-• ~' sound occurs 8 times in the word they 
the 'sh 1 sound 
The Littl e Rag Doll sung by Lu Ann Simms, COL, 4-12, the ' sh ' 
sound occt~s 8 times in the word she, and 6 times 
in the word shoe -
LJoby Loo sung by Fl orence Calder, AL, 4-8, the 'sh' sound occurs 
15 times in the word shake 
Tile Shoemaker and the Elves sung and told by Frank Lu·lihel::', D, ALPR, 
4 - 7, the ' sh ' sound occurs 19 times in the vrord shoes , 
and 17 times in the vrord shoemaker 
Shoo FlX sung by Burl Ives and Children's Choir, D, 4-10, the 'sh' 
sound occurs 12 times in t he word shoo 
Three Little Bunnies sung by Gayle. Peevey, COL, 5-10 1 the 'sh ' 
sound occurs 9 times in the word s hop 
--- --=- -=-----
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the 1zh' sound 
None 
'!;he 'z' sound 
Bulu the Zulu sung by Josef Marais and Miranda, COL, 4-9, the 'z' 
sound occurs 8 times in the word zulu 
The Elephant and the Flea sung by Crane Calder, AL, 6-101 the 'z' 
sound occurs 8 times in the word crazy 
T'n.e Frogzee and the Flyzee sung by Richard Collier, COL, 5-a.l, the 
1z' occurs ll times in the word flvzee, and 10 times 
in the word frogzee 
Goldilocks and the Three Bears sung and told by Frank Luther, D, 
ALPR, 4-7, the 'z' occurs 32 times in the word size 
Howdy Doody's Do's and Don'ts sung by Bob Smith, RCA, ALPR, 4-8, 
the 'z' sound occurs 14 times in the word do's and 
10 times in the word Doody's 
Onions and Potatoes sung by Josef Marias and laranda, COL, 4-8, 
the 'z' sound occurs 13 times in words such as onions 
and potatoes 
Rueben Ranzo sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-8, the 'z' sound occurs 
22 times in the word Ranzo 
Sandy the Sandman sung by Lu Ann Simms, COL, 4-12, the 'z' sound 
occurs 8 times in the word dreams 
Skip To Nfy Lou sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-9, the 'z 1 sound occurs 
lo times in the word boys and the vtord girls 
The Shoemaker and the Elves sung and told by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 
4-7, the 'z' sound occurs 9 times in the word elves 
Two Little Trains sung by Burl Ives, COL, 3-8, the 'z' sound occurs 
12 times in the word trains 
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Yonder in the Paw Paw Patch sung 
ran's Choir, D, 4-9, the 'z' 
in the word ~ 
the 1 s ' sound 
by Burl Ives and Child-
sound occurs 12 times 
Brave Tin Solciier told and sung by Paul Wing, RCA, ALPR, 4-7, the 
•sf sound occurs 16 times in the word soldier 
Fooba, Wooba John sung by Burl Ives, COL, 4-12, the 's' sound 
occurs 9 times in the word saw 
Did You Ever See A Lassie? sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-9, the 's' 
sound occurs l6 times in the words lassie and see 
and 10 times in the word this 
Tha Frog Went A-Courtin 1 sung by Crane Calder, AL, 5-10, the 's' 
sound occurs 8 times in words like mouse and miss 
Goldilocks and the Three ·Bears sung and told by Frank Luther, D, 
ALPR, 4-7, the 's 1 sound occurs 32 times in the 
vrord size and 9 times in the word Goldilocks 
-
Grandfather Kringle sung by Burl Ives, COL, 4-12, the 's' sound 
occurs 10 times in the word christmas 
Hobbledy Horse sung by Sandy Sweetland and Roger White, WR, 4-7, 
the 's' sound occurs 10 times in the word horse 
Howdy Doody's Do's and Dent's sung by Bob Smith, RCA, ALPR, 4-8, 
the 1s 1 sound occurs 14 times in the word don'ts 
Kitty Kats Party sung by Rosemary Clooney, COL, 4-12, the 's' 
sound occurs 9 times in the word ka ts 
The Lion and the Mouse sung by Roger White and Roy Haller, WR, 
5-10, the 's 1 sound. occurs 14 times in -the word 
mouse 
Sandy the Sandman sung by Lu Ann Silmns, COL, 4-12, the 's' sound 
occurs 11 times in the word sandman, and 10 times in 
the word sandv 
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Sonny the Btmny sung by Gene Autr'IJ, COL6 4-12 6 the 's' sound 
occurs 9 times in the word sonny 
the 'ch' sound 
The Bubble Gmn Polka sung by Richard Collier6 CCL 6 4-7, the 'ch 1 
sound occurs 29 times in the word ohew 
The Candy ~n sung by by Mervin Shiner. D6 4-8, the 1ch 1 sound 
occurs 6 tilnes in the word !?.,hewin,g_ 
Chicken Licken sung by Frank Luther, D, 5-11, the 'oh' sound 
occurs 12 times in the word chicken 
Did You Ever See A Lassie? sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-96 the 
1chi sound occurs 8 times in the sound choo-choo 
Eggbert, the Easter Btmny srmg by Rosemary Clooney6 COL, 4-12, 
the 1ch 1 sound occurs 8 times in words such as 
children and chick 
Goldilocks and the Three Bears sung and told by Frank Luther, D, 
ALPR, 4-7, the 'ch' sounds occurs 10 times in the 
word chair 
He 111 Be Coming Down the Chinmey sung by Gene Autry, COL, 4-12, 
the 'ch 1 sound occurs 10 times in the word ohil'lmey 
Jack and the Beanstalk sung and told by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 
5-8, the 'ch 1 sound occurs 14 times in the word~ 
The Land of Hatchy Milatchy sung by Rosemary Clooney, COL, 4-12, 
the 'ch 1 sound occurs 12 times in words like hatchy 
and milatcl!y 
Little Train A-Chuggin 1 In 1'Iy Heart sung by Jimmy Boyd, COt• 4-12, 
the 'oh' sound occurs l9 times in the word ~hJggin' 
Two Little Trains sung by Burl Ives, COL, 3-8, the 'ch' sound 
occurs 11 times in the sound chug 
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Wa.y Down Yonder in "ihe Pa.w Pa.w Pa.tc_!:. sung by Burl Ives and Children's 
Choir, D, 4-9, the 'ch' sound occurs 12 times in the 
word pa.tch 
the 'dz' sound 
E:_e Ba.nga.lorey Ma.n srmg by Josef Marais and Miranda, D, 5-11, 
the *dz' sound occurs 8 times in the word Johrm.Y 
Blue Tail Fly sung by Burl Ives and Children's Choir, D, 3·8, 
the 1dz r sound occurs 16 times in the word Jilmny 
Bra.ve Tin Soldier sung by Pa.ul Wing, RCA, ALPR, 4-7, the 'dz r 
sound occurs 16 times in the word soldier 
Fooba., Wooba. John sung by Burl Ives, COL, 4-12, the 1dz' sound 
occurs 10 times in "the word John 
Fun On A Rainy Da.y With Little Johnny Everything sung by Sa.ndy 
Russell, RCA, 3-e, the 'dz' sound occurs 21 times 
in the word Johnny 
Ja.ck and the Bea.nsta.lk sung a.nd told by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 
5-e, the 'dz' sound occurs 22 times in the word 
Ja.ck, a.nd 18 times in the word giant 
========~~===-=====~===~~======= 
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the 1ei 1 so1md 
A Tisket, A Tasket sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-7, the 1ei' sound 
occurs 12 times in the worcl way 
The Birthday Record sung by Crane Calder, AL, 6-10, the •er• 
sound occurs 13 times in the word birthdaz 
Blue Tail Flz sung by Burl Ives and Children's Choir, D, 3-8, 
the 1ei' sound occurs 16 times in the word care 
The Funny Little Brmny Slm.g by Gene Autry, COL, 4-12, the 1ei 1 
sound occurs 10 times in the word tail 
Goldilocks and the Three Bears sung by Frank Luther, D~ ALPR, 4-7, 
the 'ei' sound occurs 46 times in the word bear, 32 
times in words like baby and great ----
Happy Birthday sung by Do:rmis I::ay, RCA, 4-12, the 'ei' sotmd 
occurs 33 times in the word birthday, and 8 times 
in the sound hooray 
Looby Loo srmg by Florance Calder, AL, 4-8, the 'ei' sound occurs 
15 times in the word shake 
Me and My Teddy Bear sung by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 4-10, the 
1 ei 1 sotmd occurs 16 times in the word ~ and 
12 times in the word bear 
Onions and Potatoes sung by Josef :Mlrais end Miranda, OOL, 4-8, 
the *ei' sound occurs 13 times in the word E_otatoes 
Seven At One Blow sung and told by Paul Wing, RCA, 4-7, the 'ei1 
sound occurs 12 times in the word tailor 
The Shoemaker and the Elves sung and told by Frank Luther, D, 
ALPR, 4-7, the 'ei' sound occurs 17 times in t~e 
word shoemaker 
Skip To My Lou sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-9, the 'ei 1 sound 
occurs 19 times in the sound hey-hel 
Stars Are the Windows of Heaven sung by Fran Allison, RCA, 4-7, 
the 1e!i sound occurs 9 times in the word thel 
The Unbirthday Song snng by Dennis Day, RCA, 4-12 11 the 'ei' sonnd 
occurs 33 times in the word birthday 
Way Down Yon der in the Paw Paw Patch snng by Burl Ives and Child;;. 
ran's Choir, D, 4-9, the 'ei' sound occurs 12 times 
in the word way 
the 'ai' sound 
A Tisket, A Tasket sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-7, the ' ai ' sound 
occurs 9 t i mes in the word I 
The Ba.ngalorey :Man sung by Josef 1~rais and W.d.randa, D, 5-11, the 
'ai' solind occurs 32 times in the word ~ 1· 
Blue Tail Fly sung by Burl Ives and Children's Choir, D, 3-8, the 
'ai' sound occurs 16 times in the word I 
Did You Ever See A Lassie? snng by Crane Calder, AL, 4-9, the 
'a.I' sotmd occurs 10 times in the word like 
The Frogzee and ~1e Flyzee sung by Richard Collier, COL, 5-11, 
the 'ai' sound occurs 11 times in the word flyzee, 
and 5 times in the word eyezee 
Jack and the Beanstalk sung and told by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 
5-8, the 'ai' sound occurs 26 t imes in the word 
climbed, and 18 times in the word giant 
The Little Red Hen sung by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 4-12, the 'ai' 
sound occurs 36 times in the word I 
Little Red Riding Hood sung and told by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 
4-7, the 'a I' sonnd occurs 12 times in the word 
riding 
Little Train A-Chuggin' in My Heart sung by Jiimny Boyd, COL, 
4-12, the 1ai' sound occurs 9 times in the word :!:l 
Me and My Teddy Bear sung by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 4-10, the 
'a I 1 sound occurs 9 times in the word ~ 
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Shoo l<,ly sung by Burl Ives and Children's Choir, D, 4-10, the 
1al' sound occurs 24 times in the word I, 12 times 
in the word f'ly, an~ 8 times in the vrord ~ 
Skip To My Lou sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-9, the 1ai 1 sound 
occurs 19 times in the word ~ 
the 'E' sound 
Did You Ever See A Lassie? sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-9, the 
'E' sound occurs 16 times in the word ever 
Eggbert, iile Easter Bunny sung by Rosenary Clooney, COL, 4-12, 
"the 'E' sound occurs 10 times in the eggberl 
The Gi11gerbread Boy sung by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 5-12, the 
'E' sound occurs 19 times in the word gingerbread 
HowdX_Doody's Do'sand Don'ts sung by Bob Smith, RCA,. ALPR, 4-8, 
the 'E' sound occurs 10 times in the word bed 
Fun On A Rainy Day With Little Johnny Everyt}ling sung by Sandy 
Russell, RCA, 3-a, the 1E1 sound occurs 16 times 
in the word everyth.in~ 
The Little Red Hen sung by Frank Luther, D, .ALPR, 4-12, the 'E' 
sound occurs ·17 times in the word red, and henJ and 
11 times in the sound cadaket - -
Little Red Rd. ding Hood sung and told by. Glenn Riggs, RCA, ALPR, 
4-7, the 'E' sound occurs 12 times in the word ~ 
:Me and My Teddy Bear sung by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 4-10, the 
(E) sound occurs 12 times in the vrord teddy 
Tall Me A Sto~ sung by Frankie Laine and Jimmy Boyd, COL, 4-12, 
e 'E' sound occurs 17 times in the word tell . 
Way Down Yonder in the Paw Paw Patch sung by Burl Ives and Child-
ren 1 s Choir, D, 4-9, the 'E' sound occurs 12 tin1es 
in the word pocket 
- B"o st~nuni vo r s n;;.-
school of Educatioo 
Library 
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The Unbirthdal Song sung by Dermis Day, RCA, 4-12, the 'E' sound 
occurs 13 times in the word unmerrl 
the 'ae ' sound 
The Birthda;l Record sung by Cra...'1.e Calder, AL., 6-10, the 'ae' sound 
occurs 12 times in the word stand 
Blue Tail Fly sung by Burl Ives and Children's Choir, D, 3-8, the 
•ae' sound occurs 16 times in t he word crack 
The Candy Man srmg by Mervin Shiner, D., 4-9., the 'ae' sound occurs 
12 times in the ·word candy, and 6 times in the word 
man 
Chicken LiCken sung by Frank Luther., D., 5-11, the 'ae' sound 
occurs 18 times in the word ran., and 10 times in 
the word laughed -
Did You Ever See A Lassie? srmg by Crane Calder., AL., 4-9., the 'ae• 
sound occurs 16 times in the wo~ lassie, and 8 times 
i n the word clap 
The Gingerbread Boy sung by Frank Luther., D, ALPR, 5-12, the •ae' 
sound occurs 15 times in the word ran 
Happy Birthday sung by Dennis Day, RCA, 4-12, the •ae' sound 
occurs 24 times in the word happy 
Jack and the Beanstalk sung and told by Frank Luther., D, ALPR, 
5-8, the 'ae' sormd occurs 22 times in the word. ~ 
Looby Loo sung by Florence Calder, AL, 4-8, t he 'ae' sound occurs 
12 times in ih e word dance, and 10 times in the 
word hand 
Rt1.eben Ranzo sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-8, the 'ae' sound occurs 
22 times in the word Ran.zo 
Seven At One Blow sung and told by Paul 'W'ing, RCA., 4-7., the 'ae' 
sound occurs 12 times in the word grant 
- = -= -=--::._ 
Teena~ the Laughing Hlena srmg by Alan Livings-!;on, CAP, 3-8, the 
'ae' sound occurs 28 t~~es in the word laugh 
'l'hree Billy Goats Gruff sung by Sally Sweetland and Roger Vlhi te, 
WR, ALPR;-4-12, the 'ae' sonnd occurs 18 times in the 
word trap 
Way Down Yonder in the Paw Paw Patch sung by Burl Ives and Child-
ren's Choir, D, 4-9, the 'ae' sound occurs 12 times 
in the word patch 
i~1ere Did 1~ Snowman Go? sung by ~blly Bee, CAP, 4-12, the 'ae' 
sound occurs 14 times in the word sno?man 
the 'au' sormd 
The Ba.ngalorey lb sung by Josef lvara.is and Miranda, D, 5-11, the 
1au 1 sound occurs 10 times in the word cow 
The Bear Yfent Over the Mountain sung by Crane Calder, AL, 6-10, the 
'au' sound occurs 9 times in the word mountain 
The Frog Went A-Courtin' sung by Crane Calder, AL, 5-10, the 1au• 
sound occurs 8 times in the word mousie 
The Frmny Little Bunny sung by Gene Autry, COL, 4-12, the 'au' 
sound occurs 9 times in the word powder 
He'll Be Coming Down the Chimney sung by Gene Autry, COL, 4-12, 
the i au 1 sound ooours 10 times in the word down 
Howdy Doody's Do's and Don'ts sung by Bob Smith~ RCA, ALPR, 4-8, 
the •au i sonnd occurs 10 times in the word howdy 
Jaek and the Beanstalk sung and told by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 5-8, 
the 'au* sound occurs 36 times in the word down 
The Lion and the Mouse sung by Roger White and Roy Haller, Vffi~ 5-10, 
the 'au' sound occurs 14 times in the word mouse 
~vo Little Owls sung by Burl Ives, COL, 4-12, the 'au' sound occurs 
8 times in the sound bow-vrow 
--- - ---==--
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Way Down Yonder in the Paw Paw Patch sung by Burl Ives and Child-
ren's Choir, D, 4-9, the 'au' sound occurs 12 times 
in the word down 
the •or' sound 
The Gin~erbread Boy sung by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 5-12, the •or• 
sound occurs 19 times in the word boy 
Ruebon Ranzo sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-8, the •or• sound occurs 
8 tim as in the word ~ 
Skip To My Lou sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-8, the •or• sound occurs 
10 times in the word ~ 
Tell Me A Story; sung by Frankie Laine and Jimmy Boyd, COL, 4-12, 
the •or• sound occurs 17 times in the word story 
Three Li t·l;le Pigs srmg by Crane Calder, .AL, 4-9, the •or• sound 
occurs 12 times in the sound oink 
Way Do;vn Yonder in the Paw Paw Patch sung b¥ Burl Ives and Child-
ren's Choir, D, 4-9, tne •or• sound occurs 12 times 
in the word bozs 
the 'ou' sound 
The Bangaloret M:l.n sung by Jesef Iit:l.rias and Miranda, D, 5-11, the 
ou* sound occurs 32 times in the word follow 
Brave Tin Soldier sung by Paul Wing, RCA, ALPR, 4-7, the 'ou' 
sound occurs 16 times in the word soldier 
Did You Ever See A Lassie? sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-9, the •ou• 
sound occurs 32 times in the word ~ 
Grandfather Krin&le sung by Burl Ives, COL, 4-12, the •ou' sound 
occurs 23 times in the word yodel-de-a · 
Howdy Doody;'s Do's and Don'ts sung by Bob Smith, RCA, ALPR, 4-8, 
the 'om' sound occurs 14 times in the word don'ts 
------ ---=--=-~ 
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Keen A-Rowin' sung by Jose£ Marais and Miranda, COL, 4-9, the 'ou' 
sound occurs 21 times in the word rowin 1 
The Little Red Hen sung by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 4-12, the 'au' 
sound occurs 30 times in the word won't 
Onions and Potatoes sung by Josef' l~rais and Miranda, COL, 4-8, the 
1ouf sound occurs 13 times in the word potatoes 
Rueban Ranzo, sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-8, the 'ou' sound occurs 
22 times in the word Ranzo 
Three Billy Goats Gruff' sung by Sally Sweetland and Roger 'fuite.- WR11 
ALPR, 4-12, the 1ou 1 sound occurs 11 times in the word 
goat 
'VIlha tta Ya Wanna Be (When You Grow ) sung by Frank Luther, D, 5-9, 
~~~~--~~--;~~--~~~~~~ the 1 ou' sound occurs 7 times in the word g_row 
Where Did My Snowman Go? sung by Molly Bee, CAP, 4-12, ·the 'ou' 
so1.md occurs 14 times in the word snmrnnan 
the • i' sound 
The Bangalorey Man srmg by Josef' Marais and Miranda, D, 5-11, the 
'i' sormd occurs 22 times in the ••rord Bangalorey and 
8 times in the word Johnnl 
Blue Tail Fly sung by Burl Ives and Children's choir, D, 3-8, the 
'i' sound occurs 16 times in the word Jimmy 
flrmny Round-Up~ sung by Gene Autry, COL, 4-12 , the 'i' sound 
occurs 12 times in the word bunny 
Did You Ever See A Lassie? srmg by Crane Calder, AL, 4-0, the 1 i 1 
sound occurs l6 times in words like lassie and see 
The Frogzee and the Flyzee sung by Richard Collier, COL, 5-11, the 
1 i' sound occurs 11 times in the •~rd flyzee, and 10 
times in the word f'rogzee 
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Fun On A Rain Da With Li ttla Johnny E.'ve in s ung by Sandy 
Russel , RCA, 3-8, the 'i ' sound occurs 27 times in 
the word Johnny, 16 times in t..lte word everyt.'ting, 7 
times in the word anything, and 10 times in the word 
believe 
The Funny Li·J;tle BunnK sung by Gene Autry, COL, 4-12, the 'i' sound 
occurs 1 times in the word bllll.TJ.Y 
Goldilocks and the Three Bears sung and told by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 
4 -7, the 1 i 1 sormd occurs 32 times:1.in the word~~ 
Grandfather Kringle sung by Burl Ives, COL., 4-12, the 'i' sound 
occurs 23 times in the word yodel-de-a 
Ha_ppy BirthdaY: sung by Dennis Day, RCA, 4-12, the 'i' sound occurs 
24 times in the word happy 
Keep A-Rowin' sung by Josef 1JB.ra.is and Miranda., COL, 4-9, the 'i' 
sound occurs 21 times in the word keep 
Kitt_y Kats Party sung by Rosemary Clooney, COL, 4-12., the 'i' sound 
occurs 17 times in the word kitty 
The Il.uld of Ba.to..i.t Milatchl sung by RosEmlary Clooney., COL., 4-12, 
the i I sound occurs 12 times in words such as hatchz 
and milatchl 
Shoo Fly sung by Burl Ives and Children's Choir, D, 4-10, the 'i' 
sound occurs 24 times in the word feflll, and 12 times 
in the word me -
Tel l Me A Story sung by Frankie Laine and Jilllmy Boyd, COL, 4-12, 
the 'i' sound occurs 17 times in words such as me 
and story 
Thumbl ina sung by Jimmy Boyd, COL., 4-12, t he 'i' sound occurs 27 
times in the word "thumblina 
The Unbirthda;y: Son_g srmg by Dennis Day, RCA, 4-12, the 'i' sound 
occurs 13 times LTJ. the word umner::;:{ 
=-~~ -c.=====- --=-==-==-=-=-"--'='=--==---= 
I' 
the 1 I' sound 
A Tiskat. A Tasket sung by Crane Calder~ AL. 4-7. ~he 'I' sound 
occurs 17 times in ~~a word it 
Brave Tin Soldier sung and -~old by Paul Wing, RCA• ALPR. 4.;.7, the 
'I' sound occurs 16 times in the word tin 
Chicken Licken sung by Frank Luther, D, 5-11. ~~e 'I' sound occurs 
---r2 times in words like chicken and licken 
Did You Ever See A Lassis? sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-9, the 'I' 
sound occurs 16 times in the word did 
Fiddle-de-de sung by Gerry Bietz and Roger Yfui te, Yv"'E~ 4-6 ~ the 'I' 
sound occurs 23 times in the word i'iddle 
Fideree Fidera sung by Josef' 1hrias ·and Miranda. COL~ 4-9, the 'I' 
·. ---sound occurs 14 times in the word i'idera 
Goldilocks and the Three Bears sung and told by Frank Luther, D~ 
ALPR, 4-7, the 'I' sound occurs 32 times in words such 
as middle and big 
Hickory, _})ickory, Dock: sung by Clark McClelland• CR. 4-7 • the 1 I' ,1 
sound ocoltrS 18 times in words like h.i.ckol"l, diokorz I 
Kitt.z Kats Party sung by Rosemary Clooney. COL. 4-12, the 'I' sound 
occurs 17 times in the word kitty 
Pim.ky Punkin' sung by Rosemary Clooney, COL• 4-12, the 1I' sound 
occurs 18 times in the word punkin 
Way Down Yonder in the Paw Paw Patch sung by Burl Ives and Child-
ren's Choir~ D, 4-9, the 'I' sound occurs 24 times 
in the words is 1 in; 12 times in the words picki.~ 
little - -
1-'Th.ere Did My Sno1vman Go? sung by Molly Bee, CAP, 4-12, the 'I' 
sound occurs 13 times in the word did 
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the 'A' sound 
Blm'fin[i . Bubble Gum sung by Doodles Weaver and George Rook with 
Spike Jones Orch., RCA, 4-7, the 'A' sound occurs 
in the word ~'b_.!!. 22 times, and in the word gum 
20 times 
Brave Tin Soldier told and sung by Paul Wing, RCA, ALPR, 4-7, the 
1 }.' sound occurs 16 times in the word soldier 
The Fu."lny Little Bunny sung by Gene Autry, COL, 4-12, the 'A' 
sound occurs 12 times in the word bunny, 9 times in 
the words funn;: and puff 
He'll Be Coming Down t."'le Chimney sung by Gene Autry, COL, 4-12, 
the 'A' sound occurs 10 times in the word coming 
The Little Red Hen s ung by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 4-12, the '"' 
sound occurs 33 times in the sound cut-cut 
Lit'lile Train A-Chuggin' in :My Heart sung by Ji:mmy Boyd, COL, 4-12, 
the 1 1\1 sound occurs 19 times in the word ohuggin' 
Onions and Potatoes sung by Josef Marias and Miranda, COL, 4-8, 
the 'A' ·sound occur s 13 times in the word onions 
Poppy the Puppy sung by Gene Autry, COL, 4-12, the '~' sound 
occurs 13 times in the sound puppy 
Punky Punkin sung by Rosemary Clooney, COL, .4-12, the 'A' sound 
occurs 18 times in the word ;gunkin, 8 times in the 
word punky 
Seven At One Blow sung and told by Paul Wing, RCA, 4-7, the '"'-' 
sound occurs 12 times in the word tailor 
Thumblina sung by Jimmy Boyd, COL, 4-12, the 'A' sound occurs 27 
times in the word thumblina 
Three Little Bunnies sung by Gayla Peevey, COL, 5-10, the 'A' 
sound occurs 12 times in the word bunny 
--==-=--- --=-----
The Unbirthday Song sung by Dennis Day, RCA, 4-12 , the 'A' sound 
occurs 13 times in the word unmarry, and 9 times in 
the vrord unbirthdal -· 
1Vhatta Ya Wanna Be ~llien You Grow Up) sung by Frank Luther, D, 5-9, 
the 'A' sound occurs 12 times in the word~~' and 
17 times in the word ~ 
the 'a..' sound 
Fidaree Fidera sung by Josef' Marais and Miranda, COL, 4-9, the •a.• 
sound occurs 25 times in the sound la-la, and 14 times 
in the word f'idera 
The Frog Went A-Courtin' sung by Crane Calder, AL, 5-10, the 'a..' 
sound occurs 12 times in the sound ah-ha. 
Grandfather Kringle sung by Burl Ives, COL, 4-12, the 'o.! sound 
occurs 9 times in the word grandfather 
Laddle, Laddle, Laddle on a. Lollypop stmg by Frank Luther, D, 4-7, 
the 1ct..1 sound occurs 35 times in the word laddle 
Little Brown Jug sung by Crane Calder, .P.L, 4-7, the 'a..' sotmd 
-- occurs 12 times i11 the sound ha-ha-ha 
Li i;'f;le Train A..Chuggin' in My ~ sung by Jimmy Boyd, COL• 4-12 , 
the 'a..' sound occurs 9 times in the word heart 
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the 'u' sound 
Bold Fishe rme..n sung by Crane Calder~ AL~ 4-7, the 'u' sound occurs 
10 t imes in the word doodle 
Booboo, the Baby Baboon sung by Josef Marias and Miranda, COL, 4-9 , 
the ' u ' sound occurs 20 times in the word booboo, 14 
times in the boohoo and 9 times in the wo rd baboon 
The Bubble Gum Polka sung by Richard Collier~ COL, 4- 7, the ' u ' 
sound occurs 29 times in the 1vord chew 
The Circus Dai: Parade Percy Faith Orch . and chorus , COL, 4- 12, the 
' u ' sound occurs 13 times in the word boom 
-
The Elephant and the Flea sung by Crane Calder, AL, 6-lo, the ' u ' 
sound occurs 12 times in the word boom 
Fooba, Wooba John sung by Burl Ives, COL, 4-12 , the 'u' sound 
occurs 12 times i n words such as fooba and wooba 
Happy Birthday sung by Dennis Day, RCA, 4-12, t..lte ' u ' sound 
occurs 16 times in words like to and you, 8 times 
in the word hooray 
Holyd¥ Doodt's Do' s and Don ' ts sung by Bob Smith, RCA, ALPR, 4-8, 
the ' u ' sound occurs 14 times in the word do 1 s , and 
10 times in the words such as doody's and~ 
Looby Loo sung by Florence Calder, AL, 4-8, the 'u' sound occurs 
12 times in the •vord loo bz 
Rudolph, the Red nosed Reindeer suny by Gene Aut ry, COL, ALPR, 4-12, 
the •u ' sound occurs 10 tin1es in the word Rudolph 
The Shoemaker e.nd the Elves sung and told by Frank Lu_ ther, D, ALPR, 
4-7, t he ' u ' sound occurs 19 times in the wo r d shoe , 
and 17 times in the word shoemaker -
Shoo Fly sung by Burl Ives and Children's Choir1 D, 4-10, t he 'u' 
sound occurs 12 times in the word shoo 
=-=-=~= =-=-
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Skip To ]~Lou sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-9, the 1u 1 sound occurs 
12 times in such words as to and lou. 
The Unbirthday Song sung by Dennis Day, RCA, 4-12, the ' u ' sound 
occurs 20 times in the word you 
the '"' sound 
Lit·t;le Red Riding Hood sung and told by Glenn Riggs , RCA, ALPR, 4-7, 
t..lle rut sound occurs 12 times in the word hood 
Owl and the Pussy Cat sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-11, the 'u' sound 
occurs 8 times in the word pussy 
the ':::l' sound 
A tisket, A tasket sung by Crane Calder, AL, 4-7, the ·~· sound 
occurs 16 times in the word droppe?, and 12 times in 
the word on 
The Bangalorey },il.n stmg by Josef 1hra.is and 11iranda, D, 5-11, the 
1
.::> 1 sound occurs 32 times in the -vrord follow, and 8 
times in the word Johnny 
Blue Tail Fly sung by Burl Ives and Children ' s Choir, D, 3-8, the 
'~' sound occurs 16 times in the corn 
The Bubble Gum Polka sung by Richard Collier, COL, 4-7, the 1:::J' 
sound occurs 29 times in the word ~ 
The Frogzee end the Flyzee sung by Richard Collier, COL, 5-11, the 
'~' sound occurs 10 times in the word ~rogzee 
Fooba, Wooba John sung by Burl Ives, COL, 4-12, the •~• sound 
occurs 10 times in the word John, and 9 times in the 
word saw 
Hickory, Dickory, Dock sung by Clark McClelland, CR, 4-7, the r;:,t 
sonnd occurs 18 times in words like hickory, d.ickory 
and dock 
II 
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Jack and the Beanstalk sung and told by Frank Luther, D, ALPR, 5-8, 
the ·~· sound . occurs 14 times in the vrord chop, and 7 
times in the vrord bee.nstalk 
The La.nd of Hatch{ Milatchz sung by Rosemary Clooney, COL, 4-12, 
the ='' sound occurs 12 times in the word of 
The Little ~~ita Duck sung by Burl Ivas, COL, 4 -12, the ·~· 
sound occurs 17 times in words such as oughter, 
frog, water 
Rudolph, the Red Nosed Reindeer sung by Gene Autry, COL, ALPR, 4-12, 
the '=>' sound occurs 10 times in the word Rudolph 
Waz Down Yonder in the Paw Paw Patch sung by Burl Ives and Child-
ran's Choir, D, 4-9, the ·~· sound occurs 24 times 
in the word pavr-paw, and 12 times in such vtords as 
~' yonder, pocket, your 
Wish I W~ A vfuisker sung by Gayla Peever, COL, 5-10, the '=>' 
sound occurs 14 times in the word hop 
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VI. SUGGESTED PROCEDURE FOR USING DATA 
Children lave to listen to records. C ildren 1s records re 
ve~· popular as proven by the fact that they can be purchased not 
only in record shops , but five and ten stores , corner periodical 
stores and drug stores. Because of this particular enjoyru.ent that 
children derive from listening, furthered by tho fact that in pre-
sent day education audio aids can be found in most every school 
systam, children 's recor ds played with a purpose to strengthen 
speech is effective. 
Let us imagine that a teacher of speech is working on the 
sound of 'b 1 • She t urns to t he page in Chapter V conte.ining 
records with the 'b' sound and kes her selection . She decides 
on the record, Booboo, the Baby Baboon. She may use it anywhere 
during the learning of the ' b ' sound when she feels it will be 
most effective. Suppose that this is the firs t time that she has 
ever used a recor d in her class . What would be a satisfac·fiory 
procedure for her to follow? 
She may begin the class by talking about the z o. 
How many of the oys and girls have ever been to the zoo? 
fuat did you see there? 
She turns the trend of talk toward the monkeys and eventually 
settles on the baboon. 
II 
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How much like a human bei ng they are . How do 'Yte differ? 
She writes the ord ' baboon' on the b l ackboard . 
What does any boy or girl notice about the word ' baboon '? 
It has two ' bs ' and two ' os ' in it. The little word in it i s 
'boo •. It says ' boo '. 
en does a boy or girl say ' boo ' ? To scare somebody? t 
Halloween ma ybe? 
Does any boy or girl know any other words that begins with 
'b '~ 1 Eow ' what the do says . ' Book ', ' bee', ' boat ','button', 
1boohoo' when you cry. 
These ords a r e written on the blackboard by the teacher. 
She t hen asks to see by a show of hands what boys and girls have 
noticed hoVF they say the sound of ' b '.. V' i th tho use of a large 
mirror, the teacher has each pupil n~kes the so d of ' b ' watching 
first the teacher, then themselves j,n t he mirror . The words on 
the board are said while wa ohing in the mirror . In turn41 each 
boy and girl wt:~.tches himsel f or herself as t hey see who can "cry" 
the est using the •·tord 'boohoot . The last word ' b ohoo ' is sug-
~ested fo1• a game. 
The one · ho d es it best is l eader fo r a game t ha-': i s going 
to e layed. The teach&r having previous ly p l ayed the record, 
1 
Boobo.o, the Baby Baboon kno •ts the s il<1ple stor;y· . She choos es a 
mother b boon, a fa her b boon, baby baboon and someone to pla 
t:1o pum kin.. The child who plays the pumpkin holds three buttons 
i n his hand to represa1t pumpkll1 seeds. It is explained t o the 
l a yer as well as t e class that Booboo is a young , stub om baby 
'f. o doe~m' t a lways do what he is told . He s·t;ick 1 is hand into 
the "ol e in the pu..mpkin and gets i t stuck there . He does ot take 
his fa ·t;her's a vi ce and open his hand so it will slip out of the 
small opening . Being stubborn, he keep 1 is hand i n tl a um _i_ 
ho l d Lllg tig tl' onto the pumpkin seeds . Though. warned b his 
f ath that if he oesn't take his hand out and come home, the 
hunters .·il i 1i. and ca rry him of'f to the zoo , he r e::na.ins 
s ubborn and ends his da s i the zoo . The childr n lar the 
ga •. e. Diff'erent boys and girls can take the various parts . 
back of a chair will erve as the zoo. 
The f ollowing a the game is played ngain1 toge her ~~th a 
revievt of the ' ' sound a.nd the ' b 1 words . 
On the third day, the record is introduced. The children 
know the story of Booboo and w at happens to stubborn_, young 
baboons w:ho do not obey their parents and who are ·!;oo greedy.. Th 
teac_ er pla s 1; re..,o rd . this time, the sound of 'b' in his 
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n~ e~ 8.!ld famLiarity d th he story makes for asy listening . 
hildre like to ·ear and do the srun.e thing O"~Ter and over. 
_· la re familiar 1ey are it a story the more of a favorite it 
b eco es . Using the suggested outline wil instill a love for the 
na.ugh. y Booboo and will probably bri ng frequent requests for a re-
1a · g of Booboo, the Baby Baboon. After 'Gh children hear it 
the • will j oin the singers in the chorus of boohoo , booboo, boohoo, 
and find a new joy in another replaying . 
Thi s p l for introduction ·t;o the s ou d of 'b' is pres an ad 
as a suggesti on on hov1 to use a. record successfully. It is not 
the intention of this i' rHer t o limit the teach r in using e 
'ngenuit in findi ng other interesti ng vm s to resen·if the same 
r ecurd . 
ios t of the records in this study can be usee! in a s imilar 
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VII. SUMMARY 
This analysis presents a collection of children's records which 
the writer considers acceptable to be used with children in the elem-
entary grades~ in speech correction and speech improvement. A de-
tailed analysis of each record chosen is presented in Chapter v. 
Since this type of a project has not been done before1 there 
are no guides to help in setting up a standard of suitability~ lit-
erary value or age level. This decision has to rest with the writer. y 
The Annotated List of Phonograph Records was helpful in suggesting 
a starting point for this study together with frequent recommendations 
as to age level and interest level, but the writer had t o use his 
subjective judgement as to the usefulness of the records chosen for 
the area of speech. 
It is recognized that an actual teaching experiment with this 
analysis will event~lly prove or disprove its value. It is hoped 
that the judgement of the writer will prove sound in Jnost of the 
selections . 
Included in this analysis is thirty-six consonant and vowel 
sounds. No records could be found to supply the 'zh' sound, and 
the 'a..' and 1 1J1 sounds are not well represented. Further search 
in record shops may uncover records to fill out this deficiency. 
The practice of the majority of the recording companies issuing 
!7"Wa ran S. rreeman~ op. cit. 
the same selection greatly impedes the speech teacher in finding 
abundant variety. HOwever, it is understood that the primary 
purpose for selling records is listenets pleasure and commercial 
gain . 
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The specially designed records for speech improvement are a fir.m 
step in the right direction o£ good audio aids £or speech. These 
records encompass the full progression of the development o£ a speech 
sound £or the lay teacher, the parent and in some cases the child 
himself. 
HOwever, for the trained speech teacher and speech therapist 
this analysis indicates a wealth of records that can be used success-
fully as a teaching device to help strengthen the speech sound after 
the fundamental work has been done. There is variety and an age 
span to suit the needs o£ most situations that commonly arise in a 
speech correction or speech improvement class in the elementary 
grades. 
VIII. SUGGESTED RESE:\RCH 
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VIII. SUGGESTED RESEARCH 
1 . An L~vastigation of possible methods for using the phonograph 
records ru alyzed ., 
2 report of ~~e usefulness of the records h1 a realistic teach-
ing si·traati on . 
3 . Furt.~er search among children's records for material sui·fi ble 
for speech work• particul arly in those areas that are weak in this 
study. 
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